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ABSTRACT

The purpose ot, the present investigation was to examine

the efficacy of various strategies iii "terms of improving the

reading comprehensiOn of readers with deficits, in decoding

and vocabulary skills. To do this average and deficit poor.

readers were compared for performance on a comprehension

task under three instructional-treatment conditions ana two

input modalities'. The treatments included imagery, incen-

tive, and control under both reading and listening

modalities.

A total of 96 subjects (48 deficit and 48 average

readers) of approximately the same age and intelligence were

selected from a lower socio-economic middle school. Podr

readers were classified according 'ela the Wiener and Cromer

(1967) model and selected on the basis of scores Obtained

on three standardized tests. ;The design was. one of "repeated

measures" such that each subject received two passages (pre-

sented in counterbalanced oraer), one in a printed form and

onein a taped version. Prior to receiving the passages,

subjects in the three treatment groups-received visual

imagery instructions, incentive instructions, or were' simply

instructea to read or listen to the stories.

xi



2 .
Tne findings indicated that performance ,expectations,

for the deficit and average readers were generally consist-

ent with experimental predictions for each treatment 'grbUt

except that of imagery. Contrary to expectations, instruc-

tions to image did'not facilitate comprehension for the

average rAaders (under reading or listening) or for the

deficit rpacters (under listening). Overall, the average

readers performed equally wel no -matter' which experimental

condition they were in, but the deficit readers improved

significantly when they moved from a reading to a listening

mocianty. This improvement across modalities was signifi-

,- cant for the deficit readers only, suggesting an interaction

of reader type with mode of presentation. Additionalinfbr-

illation in terms of the amount of ima er re ortedl used b

each subject and preference.for stories suggested some

explanations for these findings. In particular, the

valIce of pre-training exercises for developing adquate

imagery production was discussed.

It was concluded "that deficit poor readers can compre-

hend prose materials as well as average readers when they

are presented in ,a. manner whiph minimizes skills in decoding

and vocabulary. It seems that ineprimary difficulty

experienced by these readers is focused on skill deficits in

reading and thus Other problems in motivation, memory, or

associationof facts are not necessarily implied. Remedial.

xii
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implications or these findings.were discussed° with wegard to

the matching of teaching strategies with xarious reader

apti tudes. .1



CHAPTER I

PART 1

NATURE,OF COMI)R1HENSION

.

Because of the large- body-ofsliterature aedmmulated in

the areas of_reading,and listening comprehensions, the fol..

lowing review will be limited .primarily to those studies

.which are relevant to the author's r bearbh purposes.° The e
. , . -

"Irkesentationof-the literature into.two,, tajor '

parts. Part I provides a brief introduction and discussion,

.

-factors involved in its definition and measurement. Part II

focuses.lore directly on current research effOrts'which have
11,0

.investigated remedial strategiesuseful for improving the

comprehension skil,Isoti 84001 age children. In general, the

-review is restricted tothose studies which have direct

implications 'for the comprehension of prbse materials and ,the

'author has purposefully omitted-large areas of research'whichl

although,critioal'to understanding the ,complexity of compre-

heniion, are not diredtly relevant to the problem investigated
;

iii this study.

Defining-Language Comprehension
f

, Although listening and reading comprehension are two

fOras of language eehavior, that appear very,frequently ih

.3



educational literature, there continues to be much contro-

versy over'exactly whalpthese behaviors mean. The concept

of comprehensifton is a theoretical onstruct which has been

defined in a variety of-ways depending on the skills and

behaviors which are assumed to underlie this process. At

the present time there appears to be no general consensus

regarding what skills are actually involved in comprehension

or how best-to,teach it.- Reading specialists have only

contributed to this dilemma by describing comprehension in

terms which are as abstract as the concept itself, Perhaps

the most common aefinition is one which emphasizes that

comprehension im ies understanding of the leaning of printed
/ ti

I

ceive and pronounOe words without reference to,their mean-

ing. BeYona this general yiew, however, are an assortment

of definitions which are founded on aiffering theoretical

assumptions regarding the nature of the skills involved.

In spite of the diversity among theoretically linked

aefinitiona, most explanations of theprocesses involved in

,comprehension-o0 beclassified along a'theoretical range

which extends from simple behavioral models (i.e. stimulus -

response). to those which advocate more internal-mediafional

processing on the part of the reader. Cleland (1966) after
.

reviewing a number of theories on the nature of comprehen-
N2of

sion concluded, "There is no universally accepted definition

of comprehension but rather eacheone of us must formulate

4
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Ihis own definitions It is imperative that this be done as

Intar- ttaching will a ways reflict our concept of this

A activity" (p. 21). For the time being, it may be that the

teaching of comprehension skills Should be based on a func-

tional analysis of the skills required for specific school

tasks. This is particularly relevant because although

educators use a variety of comprehension techniques in the

clissroom, they generally do not understand comprehension

from a concrete remedial perspective nor do they, define

their techniques in terms of specific outcomes. Therefore,

remediallprocedures have tended to be inefficient, lacking

in operational meaning, and unrelated to the skill require-
.

Recently, an eminent reading researcher mace the

desperate statement that "we cannot reject our. present

prodedures for teaching reading comprehension but we must

voice grave doubts about their efficacy" (Bormuth, 1970,9 p.

360). Some of the most advertised and widely used methods

and materials are not the prod4ct of tested theoretical

positions but rataer have grown out of various assumptions

and opiniorisabaut reading. Similarly, practitioners

frequently operate solely on an intuitive level in the

treatment of comprehension problems.: Davis (1972)q comment-

ing on research trends in the investigation.of reading com-

prehension, noted that "Durinethe present century, innumer-

able writers have present d
f

analyses of the processes and

-I
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skille.thought to.be involvtd,in reading comprehension. The

characteristic that most oaf the analyses have in common is a

lack of association with any specific experimental data that

provide empfricai support for them" (p. 631).

Research into the skill components of reading compre-

hension has concentrated on a few very aiverse areas. The

earliest studies were focused on identifying critical aspects
,

of the comprenensfon process through an analysis of reader

performance on certarn types of reading tlEtkdt°' Thornaike

(1917) reported- the first dystematic aiAlysis of comprehen-

sion after studying the errors which students made while

reading. Subsequently, several other researchers (Carroll,

comprehension from an analysis of reaaer errors ana from

these findings several broad categories of skills were ideia-
/

tified as essential componefits of the comprehension process.
1401,

That is, comprehension was determined to be based on such

global skills as verbal reasoningactivity, knowledge of word

meanings, ability to group facts, ability to follow syntaoti-
.

cal structure, etc. Pettit and Cockriel (1974) in a,review

of the early resnrcd literature concluded, "Even though there

is disagreement over tne specific types of comprehension

skills, `the majority of studies have found reading' comprehen-

sion to be comOsea of two btoad categories at the'veryleast:

riteral comprehension and inferential comprehension" (p. 64).

Other investigators have attempted to define

- 10
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comprehension in terms of the kill actually measured on

reading comprehension tests. ccording to Jenkinson (1970),

"Until the miafifties -the most ruitful area of research

,investigation was the applicati n of factor analysis to
-A N

various tests of readinecompreh nsion to determine what

factors were being measured" (p. 179). Although the types'

of skills identified were specifi to the Vasks investigated,

they generally seemed tb be testi abilities similar to

those evaluated by intelligence achievement tests

(Auerbach, 1971; Lsposito, 1971).
4IP

k.

In a study of the comprehension of literary passages,4
/ -Harris (1948) found that the variance of scores could be

ana Singer (1966) found that the factor

that acOunied for most of the variance of 56 reading varia-

ble's on, the high achnol level was, "general verbal knowledgeV

Davis (1944), on the basis of a comprehensive survey of the

literature, identified nine categorih of basieskills of

reading comprehension. On a subsequent measurement of tnese

skills it was found that the greatest part of the, variance

'could be accountea for by "word knowledge" and "reasoning"

factors. In general, these early efforts aid identify some

skills associated with particular 'comprehension tasks, but 1

the findings were specific to the meksurersexamined and riot

necessarily reflective of the general skill competencies

required for processing a variety of verbal materials.
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Models of Reading r
n

shift in emphasis occurred during the fifties when

attempts were made to examine the "process" rather than the ,

"product" of reading comprehension. This process stage led

during the sixties to the construction of a number of models

to examine this phenomena. According to Pettit and Cockriel

(1974), "A large number of resercherec(Singer, 1965; Fagan,

1971; Simon, 1971; Davis, 1972) haveinvestigateditspects of

reading comprehension and devised models, theories,con-

structs, and taxonomies. Although there is little agreement

as to the types of skills considered essential for language

comprehension to occur, most theorists seem to agree that

comprehension is composed of some kind of hierarchy of

skills" (p. 64). Since,these early classification models

were derived primarily from broaa;pubjedive analyses or

afalyses based on only a few isolated studies, they did not

easily lend themselves to empirical valiaatip.

In-ppite of the many attempts at developing an inte-

grated system for Und:rStaAing comprehension, there con-
,

-tinues to be no general theoretical agreement regarding the__

skills or the cognitive processes involved. Harker (1973),

after an extensive evaluation of reading comprehension

models, noted that there are currently only fifteen such

models in existence. He concluded that "Although these

'models can be evaluated in the abstract, the variety of
4

behaviors presented makes any comparative evaluation

la



impossible" (p. 26). Other researchers (Tuinman and Blanton,

1971; Chapman, 1969; Davis, 1972) nave suggested that the

most apparent shortcoming of existing models is their lack

of empirical validatioh. The current models seem to

approach pompieaension from difAlerent perspectives ana

include a wide range of behaviors, many of them representing

quite different phenomena under the term "comprehension."

Aside from lacking heuristic value, these models,tend to be,

fully as complex as the behaviors they are attempting to

explain. Rystrom (1970) noted that although each of the

cogent comprehension.models considers an important dimen-

sion of the comprehension process, no,one of,them carcbe

readil translated into strate lee which a classroom teacher

Might use in teaching a chila to read more effectively.

Although each explanation of reading behavior has met

with a variety of criticisms and, as yet, no one of them

emerges as a simple theoretical extension of the real world,

tne fact remains that without some tneoretical structure an

orderly system of data collection is impossible. Guthrie

(1973) has observed that "models have not been extensively

used f he study of reading processes in poor reaaers.

Rather tne approach has been to compare normal'and disabled

reaaers on a number of psychological tests to attempt to

identify the causes of reading disability by locating cogni-

tive processes on which normal and disabled readers differ"

(p 9) It may be that this approach is appropriate for
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some'typea.of.readIng'problems, but it is based entirely on
t,

a "deficiency" assumption (i:e.; poor readers are deficient'

in some skill necessary for adequate comprehension) and .

therefore offers
vo
nly a limitea explanation of reading dif-

t

ficulties. However, when more comprehensiie models hate

been employed the research has not been-consistent or exten-

sive enough to yiela much validating information. Tn this

respect, a primary problem of most current explanations of

reacting behavior is the lack of psychometric data which

consistently supports any single approach. Moleoter,' there

has been little effort diieetea at integratirk individual

. explanations into a more inclusive conceptual framework.

One romisi line 'of investigation is :that *hich has

been generated by the itienersand Cromer (1967) model. These

authors have attempted to,provide a conceptually integrated

explanation to account for many of.the phenomena subsumed

under tne term "reading probleis." -*From a straightforward

analysis of previous definitions of reading behavior., these

authors have identified, some of the copfoundingdeissues and

nave presented,a comprehensive system for viewing reading

disorders which has both remedial and heuristic value.

Since this view of reading behavior forms tne theoretical

basis for the present research,-the retainaer of this sec-

y tion will focus on a more complete aiscussion of tke

etiological ana remedial implications of this model.

Une issue which the authors have attempted to clarify
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is the difference between "identification" and "comprehen--
,

sion." Abcording to this model, readihg is defined as a

two-step process involving first identification (decoding)

and then comprehension. The assessment of identification is

restricted to an evaauation'ofykow words are said while com-,

prehension is assessed, by some measure of the reader's

,iunderstanaing of the contents. The failure to demonstrate

'adequate iaentification skills can be regarded ai a reading

problem but difficulties in comprehension are not as easily

diagnosed. While poor readers generally ao not comprehend

as well as gooa readers, f.t. :s recognized that there are a

variety of explanations used to account for/such difficul-

4, ties (e.g., restricted language, restriolind experience,

limited intelligence, or combinations of-these variables).

Although the authors acknowledge that even at the word

identification stage some,awareneds of meaning is essential,

they suggest that the comprehensions process should be

-examined indepenaently because there are many "word.callekr
mi-7. 4who are unable to understand what they are reading.

This. model proposes at least four explanations to

account for the, major etiologic factors underlying difficul-

ties .in reading.comprehension. Briefly, reading aifficulties

Can be accountea for by, 1) # defect, which generally involves

some type of sensory - physiological factor such as 4eafneisi

brain aamage,Netc.; 2) a deficit' in some prerequisite skill

such as phonics, word attack, etc., where restoration of he

J
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missing skill is assumed possible;_3) a disruption Where the

difficulty is attributed to interfering factors such" as
. -

anxiety,. inattention, etc., and the disruptiOn must be

removed to fully restore functioning; or 4) a difference in

the subject's typical mode of responding and tUat".which is

required by the reading task. In this case either the

material should be changed to correspond to the subject's

mode of functioning or the subject must change.
9

Although each etiologic category implies a particular
6

kdnd of remediation, it is possible for a reader to demon-

strate problems in more tbanone area. Thua, a child could

demonstrate severe reading.Oroblams because he is both

unmotivated (a disruption) and lacking in basic,phonetic'

skills (deficit). -Therefore,_ remediation Foula involve

sr,

removing the disruption as well as teaching the child in the

area of,hia skill deficit.'

Although this model is quite simplistic, it has proven

useful, because it 'is specific enough to be empirically

validAied.and yet, at_ the same time, it has the potential of'
4

providing valuable information concerning functional differ --

1,

encea'among the various types, of readers. Specifying. what

_these differences are should better enable us to. determine.

what is necessary to help. the -poor readers perform mere like

good readers. Thaw far,.follow-up'research of the Wiener

. and Cromer model has centered on the difference And deficit

poor read-ere. While this research has offered a partial
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/aliaation of the authors' model and has proven very

encouraging from a practical-remedial perspective, aadi-

tional research is necessary to Logically extend the present

findiigs and to further validate the model in terms of the

other tyPes of poor readers',

4

Summary,

The material discussed thus far suggests that."reading

comprehension" is, as yet, a relatively poorly understood

concept. It.has been defined in a variety of wayS wttn

little apparent tneoretical or empirical consensus as to

what skills comprise comprehension or how best to teach it.

Discussions regarding the "nature" of comprehension are

ffequent but represent, for the most.part, Statements which,

can best be described as strictly opinion, untested hypothe-

ses, or proclamations with little empirical support. There

ls, it this time, a clear need for tneor.ists to operation-

ally. define variables to be investigated and to seriously

attempt to validate current practices in the area of remedi-

ation. Many reading specialists' have noted that both

materials and remedial practices have little foundation in

experimental data. *bile past redearch efforts have focused

on taxonomic studies, moael building, and remedial aspects

of comprehension, the collection of studies thus far has

been so diversified that it has not decisively contributed

toward a meaningful undetstanding of the' interacting varia-

bles.
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Of central importance'ih the investigati

comprehension is the clear delineation of, the

models which can offer heuristic statements r

nature of the'critical variables involved. H
. ,

spite of the number of theorists who claim t

pensive theories of reading comprehension, on

qualify as 6heuiistic" models. From a review;.

tore relating to. explanations of reading cliff

Wiener and _Cromer (196'l) model was presented

promising theoretical struetare for examining

cal. and tree tent factors. It was noted that

system incorporatei many of the existing expl

reading behavior into one conceptual framewor

13M-16-laidC9513171%Ttre-nirtre
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PART .

THE RE1tLIATION OF COMPREHENSION DIFFICIMIES

Introduction

In recent years we haVe been inundated by resources and

technique's to improve children's word identificaPait skills.

however, jt is.olear that there has been little parallel

aevelopment in the area of reading comprehension. Since

wora .identification is only one major component. of reading,

there is an apparent neea for an increasea emphasis on

materials and strategies for, improving comprehension. The

more central problem arises when remedial methods, which

typically stress the mastery of word identification or coae-

I

mastered, good comprehension will automatically follow.

As notea earlier, the question of how best to teach

comprehension depenas, to a large degree, on underlying

notions as to wnat learner skills are most necessary for

comprehension to occur.. While he exact nature of compre-

hension remains a matter of continuing controversy, a work-

ing understanding for remedial purposes is necessary.

However, thus far tne aiagnosis ana treatment of comprehen-

sion pro lems nas been vague ana idealistic, pernaps'aue to

the elus ve meanings of tne_concepts involvea. In any

event, t ere are large numbers of chila:ren who aemonstrate

normal i telligence witn an apparent aaequate knowledge of
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sight vocabulary and word attack skills, but who continue to

fail in comprehehsion situations.

The literature, over the last ten years has suggested 41.

many effective strategies for improving the comprehension of

poor readers. Levin (1972) has observed that such researth

efforts can be classified accoraing to two major approaches.,
. -

That is, to enhance learning, researchers have attempted

either to manipulate some aspect of the learner's behavior

or they have attempted to-Modify the learning materials in

some critical way: The following review will be presented

accordng to these two general approaches with an ad41 tional

discussion on the manipulation of reading'behavior_via

incentives. The review is limited primarily to studies

which have focused on remedial strategies useful for improv-

ing 4edkverbal comprehension of school age children. Of

centflt interest are those investigations_which have

attempted to help poor readers' improve on:their comprehen-

sion of prose materials.
APP

I.

Modification of Reading Materials

A-large collectiorrof studies has focdsed on the

manipdlation of various properties of prose materials to

aetermine their effects on learning ana comprehenion,, To

render learning materials more memorable investigators have

attempted either to impose- some simplified organiiational

format,,oh the materials or they nave aaded various sup'ple,

mentary cues to help direct ana organize the learner's

:JO
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efforts. Tn investigations which have focused on modifies-7

tions in the format and nature of the text, such variables

as the syntactic and semantic aspects br ths,image evoking

15

.00

properties
r
of the materials have been considered... Other

studies which have provided "assisters" to;the text have

considered the addition of pre-organ4zing questions,

shortened and simplified_ passages or pictures corresponding
.

to the text. Itb4bbeen assumed that such adjustments in
"40

earning materials are sometimes necessary to provide a more

suitable match of reader skills withthe skill requirements

of the learning task. In this way problems reAulting from

Skill deficiencies or those due to instructional mismatches

can be minimized.

The Lollowing review will cower studies which have

investigated modifications inithe conceptual format of

materials, the language,structure,.or the mode ofApresenta-

tion.

Conceptual Sttucturing.

The, types of conceptual aids generally employed have

included both pre-Ana'post-reading organizers presented :in

0 the form of an outline, 'a Set of organizing questions, or a

simplified version of the materials.to be learned. These
.

"assistere are primarily aided at providing the reader with
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specific cues to facilitate conceptual organization of the

verbal materials. Perhaps the best explanation of an

"organizer" is offered by Auaubel (1968) who descriiips theM

as a "deliberately pr9parea setjf ideas related to the

materials that are to be studied to insure that relevant

anchoring of ideas will be available to facilitate compre-

hension" (p. 268).

Although the last decade has produced .some studies

focusing on conceptual pre-structuring of-learning materials,

. most of them have utilized older subjects and relatively

difficult reading materials. Proger, Taylor, Mann, Coulson,

and Bayuk (1970) -have classified studies of cdnceptual pre-

structuring into those which have investigated "advanced,"

"concurrent," or "post" organizationitl aids. However, the

authors note taat only a few isolated studies have been done

in each of these areas and thus little has been established

regarding the mechanisms at work on the potential range of

application. Schnell (1973) in a review of research on the

ase of the organizer as it relates to reacting comprehension

concluaed, "It appears that the research fiingi support

the use ofthe'organizer as a means of improving comprehen-

sion and retention of,prose materials and that they can be

generalized to learning from the reading of textbooks" (p.

170)-.

While many studies in conceptual structuring have only

considered variations of tne paragraph abstract type of
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advance organize., some researcners have investigated the

use of pre-and post -tests to stimulate interest in the

learning matertils and provide meaningful feedback for the

learner. Recent advances in cbnceptu1 structuring theory,.

particularly in terms of pre-and post-organizing questions,

have also been connected with "mathemagenic" behavior pro-

posed and investigated extensively by Rotnkopf (1972, 1970,

41967). Tne term "mathemagenic" is'a broadly inclusive label

which refers to behavior that produces learning.- While no

attempt will be maae to review the many studies concerning

mathemagenic activities, a few comments on the .nature' of

these investigations is-relevant.

Rothkopf has called various learner activities mathe-

magenic activities, or rather "those behaviors that give

birth to learning." Here he is referring to various learner

dispositions such as attention, learning to learn, etc.- In

parf, the experimental studies of Rothkopf and others (e.g.

Frase, 1968, 1969; Frase an.1 Waithington, 1.970; Swenson and

Kulhavy, 19/4; Hiller, 1974) have been concerned with the

control of'mathemagenic activities via the use of adjunct

questions and directions. This appitach tends to shift the

emphasis of remeaiation from tne investment of resources in

the development of instructional materials to investment in

the instructional environment. Certainly if learning.

materials contain more information than a student can process

withfn a limited periou of time, then the addition of
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specific.questions can airect and focus the readeeb atten-

tion and stimulate rehearsal of critical material.

In a discussion of the importance of questions in

learning, Frctse (1970) notes tnat.there are three character-,

isticA of questions which can influence learning; i.e.,

their position in text, the contiguity of questions and

related content, and the type of questions. From a general

review-of the literature he concludea, "Tne data suggestI
that matnemagenic behaviors can be viewed as components of

an aaaptive system in which these behaviors are moaified by

two kinds of inputs: 1) those that occur prior to encounters

with the text, and 2) those that are characteristic of the

text. AltuoU.gh there is little aoubt that these variables

affect the performance of the reaaer, we currently have only

a.limited unaers,tanaing of the relationships involved" (p.

344). In a later review of studies with children, Frqse

(1972) suggested that even very young chilaren are affectea

. by certain organizational properties of text and that there

c,an.be marked differences between. subjects from different

sorts of populations (e.g. high SES and low SES) in terms of

their ability to answer simple and complex questions.

It is also noted by McConkie ana Rayner (1974), triat

recent researdh on the effects of questions appearing

before, after, or throughout ssages can be partially inter-

preted as research on reading strategies. What a person

learns from reading can be influenced by the cnoice and
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placement of questions. Carver (1972) has pointea out that

much of the research on th% effspts of questions has used

ambiguous-instructions which have failed to influence the

subjects' reading strategies as much as they might, has they

been more specific and informative.

Altnougn investigations into the conceptualstructuring

of learning materials have been-implemented primarily with

aault learners, these studies have revealed several critical

problems in the study of the relationship of reader charac-

teristics to the organization-of the learning materials and

the measurement of learning outcomes. While the relation-

ships are not ,yet fully understood, the findings suggest

that what is learned depenas on variables involved in the

total instructional setting ratiEr than those simply

associated with thelearAing materials (Rothkopf, 1972).

The nature and quality of learning is at least partially

dependent upon the effects of aifferent types of organiza-

tional aids (Ausuoel, 1968), verbal instructions (Froze,

1968), or other orienting stimuli. (Rothkopf, 1970). It is

also 'noted tnat these organizational variables affect tne

performance of both young ana old readers and seem to be

aifferentially effective for aifferent sorts of populations

(Frclse, 1972). The complexity of the relationships involved

has certainly compelled researchers to be discriminating in

terms of thd Scope of their investigations and cautious in

generalizing tneir resUlts.
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Language StruCturing

Another approach for improving the comprehensibility of

learning materials is to modify the composition of the

language variables such that they are better matched with

the skills of the reader. While some authors (Schell, 1972)

have noted that linguists may eventually make the most
.. ,..v.

mv\-
-significant contribution to the improvement of reaming cam.

prehension, investigation in this area has been slow. A

diversity of theoretical models have been proposed oy

-linguists (Gnomsky,'1965), psycnolinguists,.(Goodman, 1970, ,

1966) ana behaviorists (Skinner, 1957) to account ef IP r tn

development of tne structural and syntactical elements of

language. However, thus far, little has been done in tne

way 'of research to discover the nature of the relationship

of comprehension with such factors as grammatical structure,

syntax, and semantics. Briggs (1969) suggests that most

reaming programs are concerned primarily with broadening

the semantic background of the reader and only incidentally'

are tney concernea with the 'contribution syntactical skill
e

can make to, comprehension. Similarly, programs of remedi,a-

tion in comprehension stress improvement in such skills as

vocabulary aevelopment, word attack, phonics, etc. However,

few programs foster the use of context or semantic am syn-
..,

. tactic elements even though syntax effects both the deter-
L

mination of word meaning ano the interpretation of sentence

meaning.

s
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Martin (1969) observed that written Lnglish poses

special syntactical problems ana unless a reader can.ppe

syntactically with sentence 'structure he cannot aerivoitmean-

ing from inaiviaual woras. However, mucn of the evidence

collected thus far suggests that there are large numbers of

chilaren who are good "wora callers" but do not nave a basic

unaerstanaini of the syntactical structures through which
.

meaning is conveyea'(Bormutn, 1970). Tnere is else, evidence

to suggest that deficiencies in syntactical processing can

occur at beginning and mature reading levels. Denher (1970)

in working with problem reaaers ranging from pre - school to

fiftn graae, concluaea tnat "These readers all behave as if

sentence meaning -is a proauct of individual wora meanings',

whereas average reaaers seem to appreciate taat woras aerive

their meaning from the sentence context" (p. 806):

If it can be assumed that failure to synthesize separate

,' woras into a meaningful wnole can be the result of a skill

deficit, tnen remeaiation should focus eitner on appropriate

skill building exercises or modifications in the syntactical

structure of learning materials. Tn terms of skill building,

some linguists (Lefevre, 1964) have suggestea'a variety of

early training exercises for nelping chilaren to better deal

with sentence patterns in oraer to minimize the .risk of them

becoming wora callers. However, the researcn of Fartinam-

Diggory (1967) suggests that a state of "neurological readi-

ness" may be necessary befOre conceptual synthesis can occur.

oti
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Tf .tnis true then early training in developing syntnesiz-

ing abilities coula be largely 'a waste of time with some

children anq 'therefore modifications of the learning

lfirrer4160 may be a more-feasible approach for improving

comprehension.

In an effort to better understana now good ana poor

readers differ .in the processing of verbal materials, 'Cromer

ana Wiener (1966) comparea them in terms of their response-.

elaborAion patterns. For both good ana poor readers

(classified according to the Durrell-Sullivin reaaing test)

in the fifia grade, it was found that inappropriate responses

were at least partly a function of the content and context

'di' the stimulus conditions. However, poor readers aiscrimin-

atea and elaborated cues differently than good readers and

responded to tae material in a more iaiOsyncratic manner.

Poor readers also maae less syntactic-meaning appropriate

responses and more errors on affective content stories than

aia tne good .reaaers. It *as concluded that a basic problem

for poor readers ip that their patterns of cue elaboration

ao not match most printed materials ana thus they neea to

learn how to respond in a more consensual manner. In this

respect it was suggestea that either they engage fn some

form of verbal elaboration (i.e., repeating sentences reaa

to them) or that the materials shoula be reorganizea'into

different sequences to focus attention on context ana infor-

mational cues.

J4
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wnile the higher vocabulary group had relatively betters

skil `in wora calling and more knowledge of individual word

meanings, they were less successful in synthesizing the

z 23-

mere is also evidenCe'tnat even at the college level,

relatively poor, reaaers aemonstrate semantic ana syntactic

processing difficulties. Onaver (1971) jnvestigatea the use

of.syntactic ana semantic cueing as employed in oral reaaing

by poor reading college students. All subjects were classi-

fied as poor readers according to scores obtained on tne

Nelson -Lenny Reading Test mid then - subdivided into those

stuaints-witp highe vocabulary scores and those witn signer

comprehension scores. subjects read randomly ordered expres-

sions of three types; i.e.,.sentences, semigrammatical

strings, and ungrammatical strings. miscue analysis inai-

cated an interaction between reader type ana the use of

semantics ana syntax in oral reading. Higher comprehension

subjects'usea both semantics ana syntax in oral reading,

while nigner vocabulary subjects used only syntax. TUus,

meanings of words when they are presentecrwithin the larger

context of a passage.

However, tne research of Cromer (1970) has suggested

that college level students wao are relatively poor in com-

prehension because of aifficulties in inputing what is read,

can improve in the direction of gooa reaaers)f tne material

is pre-organizea. In tnis study junior college students

were Classifiea as either good or poor readers or the basis

I
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of comprenension scores obtained on Ade'Cooperative English

Test of Reaaing Comprehension. 'Poor reaaers were then sub-

aivided (according to the Wiener and Cromer model) into

those with primary difficulties in decoding (aeficit) .ana

those with primary aifffculties in organizihg their reading

input '-(difference). Subjects were then.comparea.on a com-

prehension task in which the'reaaing materials were pre-

sentea either rn predetermined phrase groupings or in

regular form. It was expectea that changing the structure

of reaaing materials woula benefit only tnose subjects who

has the necessary vocabulary skills, but exhibitea compre-

hension proolems due to difficulties in organizing. their

input.

As expectea, wnen organization was imposed on the

reading materials, the difference readers were axle to com-

prebend as well as goon readers. On the other hand, poor

reaaers, wih aeficits in vocabulary dia riot profit frOm the

pnrase organizations. The results were interpreted as

offering support for the difference type of poor reaaer ana'

suggested that manipulations in the structure of reading

materials are facilitative for subjects who read poorly for

reasons other than vocabulary aeficits, These findings have

implications for tne differential diagnosis ana treatment of

comprehension aiffioulties ana suggest that reaaers who nave

not aaequately learnea to deal with written material in

terms pi' meaningful units can be encouraged to do so if the
reading materials have some pr4-organizalion imposed upon
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them by the experimenter. O

A study by Weinstein ana Rabinovitch (1971) suggestea

that the syntactic deficiencies of poor readers may be

general language weaknesses which occur in auditory as Well

as visual language reception. Fourth grade students were

classified accoraing to the.Gates Reading Test as either

good or poor readers. The subj.ects learned, via a tape

presentation (listening), some sentences which were syn.-.

tactically structurea ana others which were unstructured.

Rate of learning and retention of content indicated that

both gro4ps performed equally well on the unstructured

sentences. dowever, the poor readers recallea much less

material on the structured sentences, inaicating that tne

facilitative effect on retention associated with syntactic

. structure iti good readers was not evident in the poor

readers.

The findings wereianterpreted as evidence that the

superior recall of goon readers is primarily a function of

/heir attention to syntactic cues. On the other Nana, it

was suggested that the poorer reauers perform''tke same on

structured ana unstructured,.materials because they have not
+A

yet learned to efficiently attend to syntactic,cues. Tnis

is apparently true even though the materials are presented

auaitorially. It woula appear that simply providing poorer:

reaaers with materials in a listening modality may not com-

pensate for the more general problem which is their inability
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'to make use of information in the grammatical structure of a

sentence.

In summary, the literature suggests that the syntactic

and semantic characteristics ana the general language format

of reading materials clearly influence the quality of read-

ing comprehension. For some readers, at both beginning and

mature reading levels, difficulties in comprehension can be

tracea to aeficiencies in the effective utilization of

various structural cues of a sentence. Further, such "syn-

tactic ueficiencies" seem to be general language weaknesses

which can occur in botn the auditory ana visual language.

cnannels (Weinstein and Rabinovitch, 1971). 'There is also

evidence that problems in synthesizing individual word mean-

ings or concepts can be related to difficulties in aemantic

ana syntactic cueing and that such skills may be related to

certain aevelopmental factors (Farnham-Diggory, 1967).

Since poor reaaers seem to aiscriminate ana elaborate cues

aifferentlytnan good readers (Cromer ana Wiener, 1966),

remediation teas focusea on reorganizing reading materials in

terms of more meaningful units. So far this approach has

been effectively used for improving the comprehension of

printea materials for'Afferencei types of poor readers

(Cromer, 1970).

koae of Presentation

It is frequently assumea tnat if a reaaer is unable to

process printea materials then simply presenting these

38'
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materials via a listening modality will be sufficient to

remeuiate the problem. Tn particular, for ueficit poor

readers, it may be that presenting verbal materials in an

'rauclitory modility is the most practical and efficient

approach tor improving language comprehension. Similarly,

matcning moaality preferences with instructional strategies

has been a consideration for learners with Well established -

perceptual strer1gths. These and other tssues relating to

tne efficacy of various modality modifications on learning

continue to occupy much of the literature. However, the

remedial value of presenting materials in alternative modes

or attempting some form'of intermobal matching-depends on a

numberof variables relating to the general, language skills

of the learnei..

Although children can demonstrate large differences in

perceptual abilities (i.e., visual, auditory, or kinestne--

tic), such differences may not remain constant over time.

According to Bissell, White, and Zivin (1971), "In addition

to individual differences in sensory- moaality preferences,

there are developmental changes in ;.,ne relationship among-
.

the sensorrmoadlities. host children progress from a

preference for the kinestnetic moaality during pre-school

years to'later preferences for visual and verbal'modeilities.

There is also a progressive increase in extent of integra-

tion among the different sensory modalities" (p. 144).

- Similarly, Blanton (1971),in a review of the literature,
0

s3
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conclucied that studies suggest that the auaitory mode pro-
.,

dates superior learning of _verbal materials when comparea to

the visual mode in early cchildhoo . However, as the child

gets older the differences appear to diminIsh ana no one

modality is generally superiOr for leartiing verbal material.

In addlition to,these.developmental changes in perCeptual

strengths there isrevidenceAnat both auditory'and visual

processing skills can be impr8ved with training (Schneyer,

1971; Kennedy and Weener, 1973; Duker, 1965). Therefore,
-T

while the existence bf individual aifferences in moilallty

preferences is not questioned,-the relationshipyof such

preferences .to tne learning of verbal materials is difficult

to predict for individual readers because of its continually

changing nature.

;

Over the last few years several invests tors,have

attempted, to identify the preferred modakity of readers and

then have devisea instructional programs't6 match with these

preferences. Typically, these studies have classified

learners according to preferences on the basis of perform-

ance on a variety of auditory or visual measure's (e.g.,

Illinois Test of Psyaholinguistic Abil ty, Learning' Methods

Test, Wepman Auditory Discrimination Test). The subjects

investigated have rangea from first grade -to college age ana

the tasks employea have involvea reading recognition (Freer,

1971); vocabulary development (Bruininks, 1969), 'retention

and recall of new words (Waugn, 1973) and the teaching of

43
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reading (Robinson, 1972)'.

Altdough.the balk of modality studies has not offered a

consistent pattern of findidgg to support the interaction of-

learning modalities with reading instructions, the lack of

persuasive evidence is more than likely dueto methodologf-

cal difficulties in the studiessreviewed (Blanton, 1971).

A critique of tae literature by Lilly and Kelleher (1973)

suggested that .studies which have used an aptitude-treatment

interaction design generally have classified subjects

according to scores of standardized tests' which are of

questiOnable validity'for aetermining auditory and visual

learning'styles. As well, the treatments employed in these

studies, while labelled 'auditory" or "visual41 have' usually

differed along dithensions which are much broader than the

modality dimension._

Bissell et al. (1971),-in 'A disbussion of the litera-

ture relating to visual and verbal thinkers, observed shat

the existence of large individual differences in sensory/ . 1

modality preferenced certainly. suggests that instruction
&

should be sequenced in specific ways for differedt kinds of

thinkers. Once again it is noted that better methods are

needed for assessing sensory modality strerlgths and that a

distinction should be made between "preferences" and

"strengths" in sensory moaalities. Learners can aemon-
.

strate high skill strength in'one or another modality and

yet habitually prefer to rely on Eyilodality which has a

1
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1 _

'relatively low skill strength. ThusOt seems that deter-
, mining only a child's ability, pattern does not provide all

ti

.,the information necessary for designing curricula that take

Maximum adiantage of. individual differences in sensory
.modalities. Such testing should be accompanied by determin-1

ation of-individuals preferences in modality usage.

Sticht (1972) examined the relationship of reading

ability to preference for learning by listening. The author

conducted a surveY:.of 400 adult men in the army. These sub- _

sects were tested for, reading ability and then asked their

Modality preference when-learning. The results indicated

that subjects with the-poorest reading ability tended to

prefer learning by listening. It was suggested that While

these data clearly : gate that many poorer-reading men

31.

%

prefer to learn by li enirig rather than by reading, the

question- remainst as-to whether or not they actually learne
better by listening.

Two earlier studies by Sticht nave suggested somewhat

conflicting findings. In one study (Sticht, 1969) the data
1

indicated that adult men wno are poor readers, learned equally

pborly by listening as by reading. In agreement with 'Wein-

stein and Rabinovitch (1971) these findings suggest that

some comprehension problems simply 'eflect a disability in

language prqcessing wnion prevails in spite of modality

manipulations. Uther data by 6ticht (1971) have suggestea

. that poor readers can indeed comprehend more when listening

42
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than when reading, particularly when the primary difficulty t

is in decouing and not in the processes of comprehe ion pOr

se; It seems likely-tadt both explanations offer valid

interpretations for comprehension problems.

Although the most common classroom strategies for.

teaching children depend, in large part, on reliance of the

verbal modality, the possibilities offered by a multisensory

approach pave been explicitly or implicitly recognized by

some (e.g. wontesaori preschool pvgrams). Bursuk (1969)

compared a remedial reading program twat used a combined

auditory-visual approach with a program that used only a

visual approach. Both programs were designed to improve

reading comprehension of adolescent retarded readers who

differed in tneir "preferred" sensory mode of learning (as

measured by discrepancies between reading and listening

skills). Ine results indicated that when modality strengths

were not considered, a combined approach was more effective,

tnan a visual approach alone for improving comprehension.

However, for subjects with visual strengths,'a visual

approacn was more effective for improving comprehension.

This suggests that remedial programs aimed at improving

'comprehension should consider either some form, of intermodal

matching (i.e., ability with remedial approacn) or when

modality strengths are unknown or unestablished a multi-

sensory approacn would likely be the best.

A study by Cohen (196b) nas offered some encouraging

J
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support for the use of a preaominantly auaitory approach in

improving the comprehension and word skills of disaavantaged

children. Teachers in an experimental group read a story

every clay for a period of one school year to 155 seconc(7,
1,

grade students characterized as culturally deprived. These

teacners were also trained in various story-reading :tech-

niques and provided the children with accompanyilag activities

for the materials ieaa. Tne results o?pre and post testing,

using the Metropolitan Reaaing Achievement Test, revealeu

that the improvement of the experimental group over the

control group was significant in vocabulary aevelopment,

word knowleage, and reading comprehension. It seems that,

even 'when modality preferences are not considered, very

deprived stuuents can overcome some profound handicaps in

reading ana language development if presented with alterna-

tive modes for learning.

RI a follow-up of the 40Iener andCrdmer model, (Akan,

Wiener, ana'CromerA1971) investigated the interaction of

reader type with mode of presentation. In this study the

comprehension of good and poor readers (classified according

to comprehension scores obtaiped on a'stanaardized reading

test) in the fifth grade was compared for material presented

visually and auditorially, and under conaitiong of go.oa and

poor input. That is, both the quality of input (iaentifica-4

tion) ana the organization of the materials were systematic-

ally variea.

41
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Ihnen good auditory.input was provided (identification)

it was found that poor readers comprehended the most under a

listening condition while for good readers comprehension was

best under a reading condition. The results were interpreted

on giving support to tne notion tnat all poor readers do not

necessarily have general deficiencies in language comprehen-
. 7-N

sion. In some cases, the comprehension difficulties'are due

primarily to the manner in which the reading input is organ-

ized. Therefore, presenting appropriately organized

materials within a listening modality is sufficient to

remediate some of the problem. In this Nse, tae poor

. readers performed as well as good readers when they. were able-1-
----,

to listen to the passages. These results as well as those of

Cromer (1970) anu Sticht (1971) provide support for the

existence of poor readers who demonstrate comprehension
tv

problems either because tney cannot adequately organize 0°

taeir reading input (difference) or because they cannot

-decode tne words (ueficit) when presented in visual form.

In summary, modality studies have generally produced
.

mixed and frequently contradictory results and taken as a

whole this body of research lacks)the consistency to draw

reliable conclusions for remedial purposes. however, in

spite of tne apparent problems with previous researcn, the

data collected taus far suggest tnat children-can demon-
,

Al-

strate large differences in perceptual abilities but

because of certain developmental and/or experiential factors

#0
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these differences may not remain stable over time (Bissell

et'al., 1971). As well, studies investigating the relation-

ship of learning styles to 'treatment strategies have also

failed to provide evidence of a consistent relationship. Tt

was cautioned, however, 'hat better techniques for assessing

modality strengths and devising treatment strategies are

necessary before the data can be reliably evaluated (Blanton,

1971; Lilly and Kelleher, 1973).

The literature suggests that subjects with severe read-

.°1
ing problems are likely to "prefer" learning by listening

Sticht, 1972). However, the comprehension problems of some\I

of these readers may be attributed to more global oifficul-

tieS in the comprehension process rather than deficits in

decoding or problems in organizing input (Weinstein and

Rabinovitch, 1971; Sticht, 1969). . Therefore, presenting

learning materials in a listening modality will not be

/suf
-.

ficient to remediate the general language comprehension

problems of these types of readers. On the other hand,t,, some

literature has suggested that when modality strengths are

unknown or unestablished a multisensory approach can be the

most effective teaching strategy (Bursuk, 1969; Bissell et_

al., 1971). In 'other instances, when subjects demonstrate

some form of language deprivation, problems in organizing

reading input, or clear deficits in reading skills, a

predominantly auditory approach can be remarkably effective

for improving language comprehension (Cohen, 1968; Oakan et
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al., 1971). Therefore, at least some poor reader types

(difference and deficila) wadld be expected to perform

markedly better if presente d wi th verbal materials in a

mode which minimizes their skill problems.

35

Summary and Conclusions

The literature just presented has suggested that there

are several ways in which verbal materials can be modified

to make -them easier for poor-readers to.understana. In this

section three major approaches for structuring learning'

materials were identified and discussed under separate head-.

ings. The first technique refers to the "conceptual struc-

turing" of verbal materials and involves adding some form of

instructional assistance to more efficiently direct the

_reader's efforts in understanding what is read. The litera-

tare presented clearly suggests that the nature and quality

of learning is at least partially aependent'upon the effects

of a variety of organizational aids, verbal instructions, or

other orienting stimuli. In general, what is learned seems

to depend upon how the learning materials are presented ji

therefore manipulations of va ous components of the instruc-

tional setting (e.g., materials, questions, pre-learning

instructions, etc.) can significantly affect the learner's

prormance.

The second area disCussed related to those studies

which have investigated the relationship of language struc-

ture to reading comprehension: The data presented support
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the existence of readers .who demonstrate a general weakness

in effectively attending to syntactic and semantic variables

of printed or spoken language. Such problem readers can

have adequate decoding skills and yet be unable:to compre-

hend either because they organize their reading input in a

non-meaningful-fashion or because of a more general deficit

Th language comprehension (e.g. internd processing or

association difficulties). TV was suggested that, for

reaaers who as a result of their style of reading are unable

to synthesize individual word meanings, some type of imposed

organization of the reading materials can facilitate compre-

hension. In particular, it was-noted that verbal materials

can be pre-organized such that they compel the reader to

attend to groups of words as units of thbught rather than

individual wards.

A final consideration in the present discussion focused

on the relationship of learning with various modality

factors. Although the research, to date, has offered many

conflicting findings, it was noted that children can demon-

strate large differences in perceptual skills and that such

differences are likely to interact with instructional strate-

gies. Poor reaaers tend to prefer learning by listening but

presenting materials in an auditory mode will not necessarily

remediate comprehension problems. Por some readers general

deficiencies in language processing will occur in spite of

modality changes. However, for other readers with poor
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pr9lems (difference) , the presentation of veroal materials

via,a.listening modality should provide the best opportunity

for ;hem to adequately process learning materials.

In genekal, the data nave suggested that prior to

developing a remedial strategy, one must first havl some

understanding of individual differences in learning styles.

t2ne trend toward differential diagnosis and treatment of

reading problemst has been a central concern of the Wiener and

Cromer (1967) model and although additional validation is

necessary, tne evidence collected thus far is convilling with

regard to tne existence of characteristically different

reader types.

,codification of header Variables

Assuming that comprehension does, indeed, involve com-

plex organilEtional strategies and that good and poor

readers demonstrate general differences in tnese strategies,

theb identification of the nature of these differences
. .

should provide insight into some of the organizati,ohal

skills necessary for cdpprehenaing *IBA is read. In par-

eticular, if poor readers'can learn to incorporate some of

the reaning nabits of good readers then perhaps differences

in reading comprehension can beireduced. A concern of the

present rssearcn is the investigation of reader strategies

which can induce the reader to process verbal materials in a

manner wnich facilitates organization and retention of tree

content. the following presentation explores primarily two

49
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I

1,uoject-generateu meaiational strategies known to be effec-
.

tive 'or improving tne_comprenension of poor reaaers, i.e.,

veroal anu visual elaboration. Unce again, it is not the

author's purpose to proviae a general 'review of the litera-

ture but rather tne focus is on those stuaIes wnicn nave

relevance for the comprehension of prose materials.

ieroal Elaboration ti

Verbal elaboration, also referrea to as "vocalization,"

"renearsal,n,or'"verbalization;" is a subejct-generated

organizational strategy usea for facilitating the learning of

verbal materials. In tnis strategy the reaaer simply learns

to monitor nis own reaaing and make his own connections

tnroagn some form of verbal rehearsal. The purpose of tnis

technique is to nelp the reader reach the same level of

competency of interpretation with printea language that ne

aireauy possesses with spoken language (iaurita, 1972).

Aithougn there are a variety of proceaures usea to achieve

tnis enu, the.focus 1.,s generally on improving the reaaer's

awareness of the consistent, structural relationships trnat

exist tnrougnout language at all levels and not simply Aitn

isolatea woras.

;Jaen used as a training proceaure, tne teacner can

act;vely participate with tne reauer to provide corrective

te,_ubacx regarding nis actual reaaing skills and ,key wor'is

can be c.iscussea in terms of tneir structure and tne context

in wnicn'tney appear. Compreneilgion questionS can also be

53
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critically reviewed along with the precise procedures to be

used in obtaining the correct answers. In this way the

reader can be shown how to scan for specific information and

how to develop a set of operational procedures for answering
__.

...

main iaealand sequence questions. According to Laurita

(1972) rehearsal is one procedure which has frovea to be

extremely useful with numerous cases of reading comprehen-

sion problems, including those with both moderate and severe

involvement.

It has been postulated that spoken rehearsal provides
. -

auditory and articulatory cues 'necessary for effective

processing of verbal information (Levin, Ghatala, Wilder and

Inzer, 1973).. In terms of verbal discrimination learningp,

several investigators (e.g. Carmean and Weir, l967; Wilder,

1971) have demonstrated the facilitative effects of simple

spoken rehearsal. However, this technique would seem to

nave limited effectivenesslor the learning of prose

materials by reaaers with serious deficits in reading or

vocabulary skills. similarly,for readers who are primarily

word callers (e.g. difference) or those with syntactical'

deficiencies, this technique would not seem to offer any

advantage in terms of helping to improve the quality of

input or organization. However, if some assistanoe via

corrective feedback or pre-organization of reading materials

were presented, -then perhaps these types of poor reaaers

could also benefit from a verbalization strategy.
.
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come literature has sdggestea thlt comprehension of

. verbal materials is best accomplisher wnen it is actively

planned for within the pverall rehearsal Procedures,:

According to i3obrow ana Bower (1967), experiments oninci-

uental learning have shown that recall is excellent when
.

tne learner is .set to process a sentence in different rays

designed to promote comprehension of its meaning, whe'reas

equivalent exposure to or mouthing of; the words in sentences

with little reader involvement produces relatively little

recall. Altnaugn the results of investigations so far have

accentuated tne importance of subject-generated mediational

strategies in cnilarenrs learning, the most effective

strategies appear to be those which insure some degree, of

meaningful involvement on trie part of the learner (e.g:,

verbal elaborations, summaries, critical reviews; etc.} as

opposed to simple verbal renearsal.

Visual Llaboration

At present there are two forms of visual elaboration

which have been uistinguisnect in the ,literature,

"inaucea" anu "imposea"(Levin, 1972). Inuucea imagery

refers to instructions, supplied by the experimenter, to

create visual images of what is read, wnereas imposeu

imagelfy refers to pictures whicn accompany tne reading

materials. Although both types of vi§ual elaboration have

been utilized to facilitate comprehension, imposed imagery

(e.g. the use. of pictures) is a strategy which focv,us on
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the manipulation of learning materials rather than manipula-

tion of reader strategies. Therefore, discussion of imposea

imagery belongs more appropriately within the first section

of this review (i.e., Modification of Reading Materials)..

However, because it is a form of elaboration which is

related to wisual imagery it will be briefly discusses below

with the major portion of subsequent literature devoted to a

di1 scussion of induced visual imagery.

Imposea Imagery--The use of pictures as aajunct aids

-ana prompts for reading materials is a practice frequently

employed, particularly at the earlier grade levels. It is

assumed that pictures can be helpful for building background

for a story,,introduCing the meaning of new words or'prompt-

ing recognition of printea woras. In fact, one of the

primary reasons given for using pictures is that they serve

to organize- the context of a passage and thus increase the

comprehension of verbal materials. However, there is con-

flicting evidence regarding the efficacy of such procedure,

particularly in terms of their facilitative effects on

reading and language comprehension.

Samuels (1970) reviewea studies in which researchers

has irrmet15.4ten the effects of- pictures on learning to

read, comprehension, ana attituaes. In particular, the

author gave preference to thobe studies in which pictures

were usea as aajuncts (i.e., the text could be comprenenaed

even if the pictures were removed). He concluded, "The bulk'

5j
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of research findings on tne effect. of pictures on acquisi-

tion of sight vocabulary was that pictures interfere with

le rning yo react. in aadition, there was almost unanimous'

agreement that pictures, whenusea as supplements to tne
:

printed text, ao not facilitate comprehension" (p. 405). In

geheral, the findings suggested -that if a picture i9, to

e

ennancf comprehension, it must convey information t is

relevant to tne questions asked on a test. rioweverm was

nottdthatcne seconaary advantage of adjunct alas such as

picture illustrations is that they have a sgrtain emotional

appeal for children ana thus tena to facilitate tne develop-

ment of positive attitudes toward reading.

More recent research has suggested tnat when pictures

are used to augment the oral presentation of a passage they
4are likely tp be facilitative for Some poor readers. Matz

ana Ronwer (1971) presented stories orally to nigh ants low

subjects wno were similarly assumed to differ reading

acnievement. Story passages were'reaa to subjects in tne

company of eitner,regular printea sentences or line arawinks,

tnich appeared in sequence as each senten%e of tne story was-

reau. r or the oetter reaaers, performance was the 'save

wnetner print or pictures accompanieu the text. however,

for tne poor reauers, when tne story was accompahieo by
1

pictures, performance was as gooa as tnat of tne better

reauers. 'Altnougn goon ana poor reauers uiffereu only

slightly in comprenension wnen pictures accompaniea an

V

,uk
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auditory version of the story, it js not clear whether the

oral condition alo4e could have produced the same results

for the poor readers (as in the Oakan et al., 1971, study).

A replication of the above study was conducted by,

.Harris and Rohwir (1974). The-authors used the same stimu-

lus passages with the addition of an oral condition, a print'

condition, and a pictures alone condition. Thd,jourpose was

:to-more fully exaMine the relationship of pictures and

printed text to comprehension. Consistent with the earlier
w

findings it'was discovered, that, for poor readers, the oral

presentation of stories with adjunct pictures produced

superio a formance over oral alone. Therefore, it seems

that pic 1 representation of text is faciLitative for

some poor readers when-lte text is presented auctitorially,

but that this relationship may not hold under conditions of

printed text. It may also be that a condition of pictures

WaneiSikotsufficieat, in and, of itself, to,facilitate compre-.

40
el hension for poor

rr
'readers. Levin (1973) found that pictorial

presentation alone was- not helpful for poor readers, particu-
.

larly those with organizationarriput problems (difference).

It was suggested that some kind of linpistic accompaniment
. -to the pictorial sequence may be required for optimal com-

prehension to 'result.

In summary, thq use of pictures to accompany printed

materials can be viewed as a form of visual elaboration

which is imposed upon the learner to facilltate-comprehension
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0-

of verbal materials (Levin, 1972). While tne data are some -

wuat inconsistent, there is evide a to suggest that poor

reauers can improve in compre nsion if 'adjunct pictures

accompany tne auuitory presentation of stimulus materials

(katz and Rohwer, 1971; Harris and Rohwer, 1974). However,

when other materials are involved pr ntea), the ef-
-

* fects are not as certain since the eff acy of this pro-

ceaure is dependent upon certain characteristics of the

reader as well as the form of linguistic accompaniment used

(Levin, 1973; Harris anu hohwer, 1974).

Tnduced Visual Imagery-- Visual imagery is a reader-

generated or experimenter inauced strategy which is rapidly

gaininz credability as a worthwhile procedure for improving
. comprehension. Tn,this proceaure, the subject is

instructed to make up "mental pictures" corresponding to

waat is going on in the text. It has been postulated that0

tnis form of elaboration facilitates comprehension because

witit represents text information more simply and provides tne

reader with an effective anizational.strategy (Paivio;

-1971). At present, an assortment of literature exists which

establishes the efficacy of tnis proceuure for 'botn associa-

'tive and complex vernal learning tasks. Tn general, the

literature consistently shows that subjects'who are inauceu

via pre - learning instructions to generates mages of the

things read, outperform subjects left to tneir o4n aevices

(Bower, 1971; Paivio, 1969; Bugelski, 1970). Altnough the

oo
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remeaial value or this strategy is well established for some

purposes, the aimensions of its applicability for aifferent

g types of reaaers and different reaaing materials has yet to

be fully explored. .

Research which has focused on the usefulness of visual

imagery witn differing types of prose materials has suggested

that verbal materials which are relatively more image- evoking

are better learned than materials which are less image-
.

evoking (Paivio, 1971). The same appears to be true for

image-evoking sentences ana image-evoking passages (Cunning-

ham, 1972; Yuille ana Paivio,, 1969). however, the research

of Paivio (1971) also suggests that the elicitation of

imagery is likely to be partially dependent do the concrete-

ness of the- to-b-learned materials. It seems that' with

concrete materials 'subjects report using imagery strategies

more frequently than with abstract materials. Similarly,

Paivio (1970) has reported data which suggest that abstract

sentences have longer imagery latencies and result in inferior

recall of semantic meaning as compared with concrete

.sentences. In sum, the aata suggest that visual imagery

may be most useful for improving comprehension when the

materials are of a.concrete nature and the text is such that

it naturally evokes mental images.

In relation to the types of tasks investigated, imagery

has been employed successfully for pairea-associaVt, prose,

and rote types of learning (isower, 1970). However, tne
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I.

effect of imagery instructions on prose-type reading tasks

is nut nearly as consistent as it is in rote-learning tasks

(Levin, 1973). Levin and Divine-Hawkins (1974) suggest that

for materials waica already possess an inherent structure

(e.g. prose materials), the addition of an organizational

strategy such as visual imagery is less likely to be facili-

tative than for those which do not (e.g. rote-learning

materials). lae autaors note tnatven tnougri visual imagery

may be an effective comprehension strategy, it may not be an

overly effective reading (prose) coulprehension strategy (p. 24).

In addition to the characteristics of iearnint materials

and the types of tasks employed, imagery production is also

dependent upon certain reaaer variables. Ihe literature

suggests that problems in employing visual imagery as a

reaaer strategy have been attributed td various develop-

mental factors, pi.oceSsing difficulties, or otaer uefici.ts

in prerequisite skills. Similarly, image production ras

been found to be contingent upon various experiential

factors as well as tne quality of pre-experimental instruc-

tions. io determine the efficacy of imagery as an organi-

zational strategy at various developmental' and/or skill

levels, investigators nave generally compares different

populations on taeir facility in using this procedure.

Ire is some evidence that younger children (below age
111

7) may have difficulty producing dynamic images (wontague,

1970; Wolff ana 1,evi-ri, 1972). (lo more precisely eksess tne
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developmental course of verbal and imaginal strategy produc-

tion, Levin, Dav"iason, Wolff and Citron (1973) compared

second and fifth graders in their use of imagery in a paired

associate learning task. In both grades it was found that

children benefitted from the imagery strategy to approxi-

mately the same degree. Overall, the data suggest that

children as young as age seven can profit from an imagery

strategy but that below this age they may have difficulty

producing. covert dynatalg images.

Levin (1973) examined the comparative effectiveness_of

visual imagery for three different types-of waders. Fourth

grade .students were classified according to tne Wiener and

Cromer model as either difference, deficit, or good readers.

Both the difference and the deficit groups were diagnosed as

poor readers according to overall comprehension skills

(obtained fFom Iowa Test of Basic Skills) and the study'

focuser on strategies for improving these skills. The

treatments involved reaeIng a passage, reading and imagery

(induced), or looking at a pictorial representation of the

story (imposed).

As piedicied, the results indicated a "reader type" by

treatment interaction. g It was found, that reading'with

visual imagery was relatively.more facilitative than reading

alone for the good ana difference ,readers. However, instruo-
,

tforis to use visual .imagery did not benefit the deficit poor

readers. It was 6onclucted that imagery instructions

5)
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benefitted only those students with adequate basic reauing

skills who were in need of an organizational strategy.

According to Levin (1973), "These data extend tne differ-
.

ence-aeficit aistinction from experimenter-proviuea organi-

zations (Cromer, 1970) to, subject generated organizations"

(p. 23). It seems, that for subjects lacking the ability to
. -

read individual wotds, an imagery strategy is of no value,

but for those with basic reading skills intact, the training

of imagery proauctionis areasonable organizational strategy.

The research of Anderson and rlidde (1971) nas suggested

that aside from offering Organizational advantages, imagery

instructions can also induce the reader to process learning

materials in a meaningful fashion, even if the intent "to

learn" is missing. In this study college level subjects

were asked to rate either pronounciability (based on repeat-

ing.sentences aloud) or the imagery vividness of sentences

(based on facility in forming images of the material read).

On a surprise test for recall of as many sentences as the

subject could remember, it was foUnd that the imagery rating

group recalled many more sentences and sentence parts (verbs

ana objects) than did the pronounciability rating group.

Tae authors concluded that imagery instructions facilitate

learning by causing subjects to process *sentences in a

meaningful fashion. It was suggested, that simply reading'
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the sentences alouq (verbal rehearsal) may interfere with

spontaneous semantic encoding and, in agreement with Bobrow

and .tower (1969), some form of meaningful processing is

necessary for comprehension to occur.

In a more general sense, prerlearning instructions (in

terms of how learning materials are to be processe4, can

have significant effects on the type and amount of learniqg

which occurs. For mature learners it is assumea that moti-
4

vation ana intent to learn are aaequate and thus without

much prompting these stuaents would be expected to perform

the necessary operations required to learn. However, this

assumption does not hold for poorer learners where motiva-

tional and .learning strategy factors may be a serious

problem. In these cases, motivational problems can be

1,minimized if the task requires lime sort of meaningful

processing as in the case of visual imagery instructions

(Anderson and iiidae, 1971). On the other hand,strategies

such'SS verbal rehearsal or imposed visual representation

(pictures) of the reading text may not be meaningful enough

to result in adequate processing, particulitrly if the sub-

jett is not appropriately pre-ihatructed.
=

Problems with pre-learning instructions have emerge°

from some of tne recent research on imagery proauction,

where it has been demonstrated that subjects sometimes

process learning materials inaependently of experimental

instructions. In this respect, developmental aspects of

u1
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comprenension strategies should be carefully 'examined,

particularly because younger subjects are ldss likely to

. generate facilitative organizational strategies spontane-

ously (Rohwer, 1970; Levin, 1973). For subjects 'who are

relatively.unfamiliar Or inexperienced in using visual

imagery for verbal learning, simple pre - experimental instruc-

tions may not be sufficient to induce imagery production.

Therefore, the quality of tae visual imagery proquction is

at least partially dependent upon vatious.learner traits as

well as tne nature of tne pre-experimental instructions.

Anuerson and Kulnavy (1972) nave aemonstratea tne

importance exazning repOrtea inciuence of visual

imagery w:,en evaluating tne effects of imagery as a treat-

ment strategy. Tn this investigation hign scnooi seniors

were given a passage to reaa either with or without instruc-

tions to visualize wnat they were reading. Surprisingly, it

was found tnat subjects given imagery instructions/learnea no

more than those wno were not. However, a post-experimental

questibnnaire revealed that more tnan one -half of tne

control grodp reportea using imagery and about one- tr.ira of

tnose instructea to use imagery aja not. Tn aduition, those

subjects wno reportea having used *imagery extensively '

reOalieu more of. wnat tney reau than those wno reportea

naving used little or, no.imagery. Altnougn the investi-

gators concluaea that subjects can learn more from a prose

P. passage if they form images of things reaa, tagy cautioned

uL
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that lur certain passages the tendency to employ imagery is

inadequately controllea. Since one cannot be sure imagery

has been induced by tne simple preliminary instructions

offerea by the experimenter, conclusions as to the success

of imagery as a learning strategy sneula be tempered witn

this unaerstanaing.

.Q improve tne production of visual imagery, Lesgola,

Curtis, Le Gooa, Golinkoff, kcCormick, ana Shimron (1974)

aevelopea a training proceaure wnich they have usea with.

trira- ana fourtn-graae children. initially, these subjects

were unable to prpfit from imagery instructions but after

tra'ning in imagery production ;12 gessi3ns at approximately\
2 mi.utes per session), tney were able to perform sub-

stantially better on certain-kinds of reading comprenension

tasks. Primarily, the training procedure involved nelping

tne cnila to understand wrist nis mental images shoula con-

sist of as re reads. After each passage tne cnilaren arew

a cartooh.sequence (composed of stick figures) to illdstrate

tue passage content. As time progressed an attempt was maae

to transfer tae teacher-oriented criteria for cartoon'

adequacy to internal subject-generated criteria for unarawn

mental images.

ce researcn of Levin aria ,divine-r.awkins (1974) suggests.

tnat visual imagery may be inauced more easily under a
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listening condition as opposea to reaaing. In tnis study

the effects of imagery on, prose-learning were evaluateu when

the materials were presented in different modalities-. Fourttn-

grade'average and above-average readers were given prose

passages via print or tape recoraing and under imagery and

regular instructions. It was found that visual imagery was

elicited more frequently under a listening modality than

unaer a reading. Inese findings were 'interpreted as evidence

that reaaing and visual imagery may be competing responses.

anu tnat executing them concurrently is probably more diffi-

cult tnan attempting to image wnile listening. It was also

found teal. nearly nalf of tne subjects wno reportea tree

most frequent imagery came from non-imagery instructed con-
;

ditions. This further substantiates the Anderson and Kulnavy

(i972) results ono suggests that, at least for average or

better readers, tne employment of an imagerysptrategy-may

occur spontaneously without instructional inducements.

Beyond simple modality manipulation's, the effectiveness

of an imagery strategy is also likely to be depen.:ent on

certain. reader preferences with regard to style of learning.

1,evin,.Divine-hawkins, Kerst, and Guttmarin (1974) txamineo

now various aifferences in modality preferences affect tne

use of an 'imagery strategy. In this study fourtn grade

stuaents were classified on the basis of wnetner they

learned relatively better from pictUres as opposed to woros.

Similar to the aptitude by treatment interaction noted in.
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the Levin (1973) stuuy, it was found taat certain Learning

modality by reaaing strategy interactions way also nave to

be considereu. That is, children wno did not learn appre-

ciably better from pictures than from woros (Lo P , Lo 1 )

did not benefit as much from the imagery strategy as those'

who aid (Hi P , Lo ,* ). In fact, the findings indicated

that imagery instructiow may nave been aetrimental to tne

reading comprehension of Lo P , Lo V. learners. It was

suggested that such subjects may have developed alternative

(non-imagery) strategi6s for successfully processing prose

materials natural conditions.

In summary, visual imagery has been demonstrated to be

a useful strategy for both associative and complex verbal

learning tasks (Bower, 1971). However, the efficacy of this_
CC,

procedure is contingent upon the learning materials involves,'

tasks employed, and certain reader variables. The data

suggest that imagery is most useful for improving compre-

hension when the materials are of a concrete nature ono the

text is such that it naturally evokes mental images. For

materials which alreaay possess an internal s)kucture, the

addition of an organizational strategy such as visual

imagery. is less likely to be facilitating than for tnose

which-do not (Paivio, 19(1).

In relation to reader variables, research nas suggested

that the ability to proauce covert dynamic images may follow

a aevelopmental Tattei'n (Montague, 1970; liolff and
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1J72). ,Iowever, ithen; oeen demonstrated tnat,witri proper

training in iwagey production, children wnoare initially.

unable to profit from imagery instructions can team to do

so (nesgold et al., 1974). This finding is particularly

relevant in terms of recent research which has suggested

that subjects do not always behave as they are instructed to

ii

aria for some subjects, pre-expe 'mental training in imagery

proauction may be a pre-requisi for appropriate imagery

prouuction (Anderson and Kulhavy, 1972).

In general, visual imagery has been found to be a mean-

ingful form of verbal processing for learners with motiva-

tiohal, organizational, or learning strategy problems. It

has been suggested that sub,lects who effectively employ this

strategy are compelled to process vernal materials in a mean-

ingful manner, and that other strategies such as verbal

rehearsal probably ao not force semantic encoding to tne same
'

extent (Anaerson ana hiaae, 1971). however, for printed

materials, subjects with decoding and vocabulary deficits

are likely not to benefit from an imagery strategy (Levin,

1973). This may not be true under a listening condition as

there is evidence tnat when learning materials are presented

auaitorially, visual imagery is elicited more easily because

of the elimination of...decoding demands (Levin and Divine-

dawkins, 1974). In relation to modality considerations,

the efficacy of imagery as a reaael-generated.strategy

itp likely to be dependent 'on modality preferences as well

U
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as Lfferences in styles of !earning (Levin et al., 1974)

Summary and Conclusions

*Stuuies wnich have-investigateo the moulfication of

reaaer variables' to improve reaaing comprehension have,

generally focuses on inaucing the subject to process learn-

ing materials in a more meaningful fashion. The present

review was limitea to pre-learning instructions which

require the subject to perform visual ana verbal elabora-,

tions of the reading text. Tt is assumed that these strate-

gies can induce the learner to process verbal materials 4n a

manner which facilitates organization ana retention of the

content.

The literature nas suggested several forms of verbal

elaboration ranging from simple "rehearsal" to more

opnisticateu elaborations of the text. In each of these

proceaures, it is assumed that rehearsing what is read

improves comprehension because it provides auaitory and

articuiatOry cues for the reaaer and improves awareness of

the structural ana semantic relationships among words.

ilowever, some of these proceuures ao not necessarily require

tnat tne learner meaningfully process what ne is reaaing.

inerefore, in some cases it is possible for tne subject to

simply recite woras without detecting meaning. In this

respect tne most effective reaaer - generates strategies are

those which.compel tne reaaer to become meaningfully involved

in tne text of the reading-materials. This is particularly

U ;
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relevant for readers who brave difficulties organizing their

input or for those who are prone to simply reap words with-
.

out some form of meaningful processing.

-

Visual imagery is considered a subject- generates ela-

coration technique which can be elicited by pre-,learning

instructi ons., The data generally support the view that imagery is

useful for improving the comprehension of prose materials,

particularlYilror subjects, in need of an organizational ,

strategy. Primarily this technique induces the reader to

meaningfully associate anu organize the content, of verbal
,

materials. It offers the advantages of being a simple

procedure wnich is useful for a variety of learning

materials. Similarly, it is suitable for young and_ old

readers with differing levels of skill competencies.

Although the'literatdre has suggested limited applicability

for. very .poor readers, it is pdssible tb modify learning

materials (e.g. changing moue of presentation) in a manner

which minimizes deficiencies in decoding or vocabulary

skills and renders the materials;more suitable for an imagery

strategy. For readers who are inexperienced in producing

visual images, there; is evidenct that these skills can be

improved: with minimal effort. It can be concludeo that

this procedure has well established remedial value for
*

improving the memorabllity and comprehensibility of prose

materials fdr a wide range of readers.
P

Uk.)

O
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Incentives and Reading Behavior

The Wiener .ana Cromer (1967) -moael has postulatea that

orie form of reauing difficult can be attributeu primarily

to fac toy's which interfere with reading behavior, and that

such "disruPtionslinust be removed or reducea before ade-

quate reading comprehension can occur. 'These interfering

factors have been associated with various reader states such
V

as."anxiety " "emotional" difficulties, aria other "intra-

psychic" conflicts waich can significantly reauce reader

performance. In pailicular, motivational fac rs are well
I

known problems for some learners and without p oper incen-

tives efficient, learning is seriously impaired.

Tt isposffible for a letIrno.r to.be-aeficient in some

.reading akill and conaequeqly pobrly-motivatea to attempt
,

.A

tasks associated with this deftcit'ared. In particular,

readers with Very poor dtpding.skillb are 'likely to be

unmotivated to perform well on reading tasks because of a

hign probability of faildre. Tn this respect motivational

disruptfon operates jointly with skill deficiencies and

remediation must focus on first removing the interference

and then adding the missing skills. ,ikri interesting issue

surrounding `he disruption-deficiency assumption is whether

readers poor in comprehension are primarily unmotivated,
%

learners who, with proper motivation, hula perform as wel4

as average learners... It may that the &ntral problem of

poor readers, assumed to have either uifference Or, deficit
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problems, is actually motivational anu that, oNitn proper

manipulation of incentives; performance woula improve.

The folloWing revtew is limitea to those studies which

have attemptea to anipulate incentives to improve perform-
'

vance on reading tasks. Since'it is not the purpose of tnis

section to give a complete acCounting.of these tsptaniques,

only a sampling of these efforts is offered to provide some

insight into the use of these procedures with poor readers.

In addition, a brief discussion is presented as an intro-

ouctionp0 some of the theoreticS1 and practical considera-,

tions in the implementation of a reihforcement approaChfar

school learning task's.

Learning Versus Performance

A theoretical distinction is Yrequently mace between

"learning" (or competence), i.e., wnat a person knowS, and

"performance;" i.e., what a person is willing to show us

about what he ,knows at any particular moment in-time.

According to Deese and Hulse (1967), learning must always be

inferred from overt formance but frequently organisms (to

not demonstrate what they nave learned because the proper

conditions a9 not exist to elicit thovert.display of tne

learned behavior: This concept of "hidden learning" first

(erose from experiment by H. C. Blodgett (19291 who had

found that if rats were given a- number of trials in running

thi-ougn'a maze when there was no fooa in it, they would

almost immediately .run- through correctly once they'founu
4b food placed there, Later B., C. Tolman (1932) referred to

A
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tnis phenOmenon as "latent learning" and suggesteu that

while reinforcementsor rewards affect performance tney may

have little or nothing to ao with,/learning. ,Tnus, tne

notion arose' that learning can take place, uuring unreiri-

- forcea_trials but may not be overtilaemvnstrated unless a

.'reinforoer is introddbea. In tnis sense it is possible for

anyone to adquIre knowleage witnoat showing it, Unless trie'e

occurs some appropriate occasion or neea. Therefore, the

teacher must'be aware thatt knowledge gainea. by the Learner

may not always be evicent unaer fixea opeliating conuitions,

but rather a change in incentive (upwara or aownwara) may

reveal a corresponaing change in performance.

Accoraing to nandura (1969), "Incentive theories of

motivation- assume that behavior is largely activatea by

anticipation of reinforcing consequences.. Thus, in proauc-
.

ing intellectual strivings in children who display little

interest in academic pursuits, one would.arrange favorable

conditions of reinforcement wetn respect to, achievement

benavior ratner than attempt to create in some ill-uefihed

way an achievement motive." finis view of learning, early

demonstrateu on a large scale by the programme's instruction

movement, assumes tnat the failure of a Learner to acnieve

tne instructional objejtives of a prograM reflects flaws in

tne program rather than inhequacy in tne learner. however,

accoruing to Lipe and Jung (1971), "No one incentive tneory

provides a complete aesign for planning tne most effective
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moo use of incentives-A0 induce learning achievement. Uperant

learning theories are perhaps the most relevantbecause'tney
include the giving or withholding of immediate rewards and

punishments" (p. 252).

Learning and Reinforcement

As regards the use of operant procedures, Skinner

(1959) has demonstrated that it is possible to shape anu

maintain remarkably complex behaviors in both animal 'and

human subtects through differential reinforcement and the

principle of successive approximation. In terms of reading

behaviors Bloomer (1966) notes that if one were to follow

strictly thetne tenents of operational behaviorism tbe process

of reading is an extinction process. No overt reinforce -_

ments are given for reading words as sentences except at

early graaes, unless we consider that such behavior as page

turning or finishing a book is in fact sufficient reinforce-

ment to sustain the process. While it is true that many

good readers derive considerable non-overt reinforcement

from the act of reading itself, the vast number of poor

reaaers drive little or no reinforcement whatsoever.

Hewett (1967) presents'a hierarchy of psychoeducatiOnal

tasks wnich takes into account various reinforceient levels

tnat correspona to the learner's "psychoeuucational expec-

tations." In this paradigm the nature of the rewaru varies

with tne developmental readiness of tne cnila. The diver-

sity of rewaras employea,,i.e., tangibles, /task completion,

etc., takes into eonsiaeration the'complexity of the
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individual learner's spedifid liabilities and assets. From

this perspective, no assumption is made regarding tne

potency of a potential reinforcer except as it relates to a

particular child's "psychoeducational" development.'

While tne old saying that learning is its own newara

way apply to certain children in4the classroom-, the question

remains as to whether the saying applies to all, some, or

most cnildren learning to read. Since' the advent of program -
ti

,med reaaing texts, it teas been noted that many stuaents

continue to be unable to learn basic word recognition skills

ana fail to comprehend tne materials studied. The ability

of an,inaivicival to derive self-reinforcement from. reading

material depends on a number of variables directly related

to tne reader's skills ana the difficulty of tne reading

materials. Where the material is tooclifficult or the '

reader's skills very poor, we find that the ability of tne

individual to "self reinforce" is lower than tne amount of

energy,, or frustration that he must- exert to read. There-

fore, the ability' of an inCivi-5ual to reinforce himSelf

while reading is directly related to his attention to the

material and to his reading comprehension. If decoding and

comprehension skills are very poor, tnen the at of reading

difficult material would appear to have tne basic components

of an extinction process.

Aside from tnedodeveloPment of programmed learning

'materials, the Conscious application of reinforcement

"i3
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principles for academic purposes has been limited to a

scatterint, of stuaies offering little consistency in the

types of problems studied or the populations utilized. InI
terms of those stuaies which nave investigated reading- and

iplanguage-related problems, the present author found nothing

in the literature relating to the application of incentives

exclusively to reading comprehension tasks. Similarly, the

populations investigated varied considerably in terms of age

and group classifications, i.e., delinquents, emotionally

disturbed, college students, etc. However, most significant
1

is the lack of effort aimed at the investigation of school

age poor readers. Therefore, in spite of ihe apparent large

gaps in research data, the following studies are fairly

representative of the current state of research.as regards_

tae use of incentives in helping to remediate reading and

language behaviors.

Selection of Incentives

According to Rdygor (1965), "Early behavior researcn,

*nile descriptive of the reading process, was not concise

enough to allow practitioners to manipulate necessary varia-

bles to induce lasting changes in the reading process" (p.

225). More recently, however, the emphasi has been focused

primarily on researcn variables which from a behavioristic

perspective, nave the most potential to affect performance:

impresentative of this trend is the generous amount of

literature devoted to tne treatment of types-and schedules

of reinforcers considered most effective for inducing cnange.
1



U iver, that performance is extensiv....ly 4JuLerint,u by

reinforcement conaitions, the development and selection of

an effective incentive system is of central importance.

Hewett (1966) nas suggested that the monetary value of a

reinforcer is relatively unimportant to its value as a

reinforcer, especially with younger cniluren. Lipe and Jung

(1971), in a thorough review of the literature on tne incen-

.tives most frequently ased witnin the scnool setting,

aconsluer a variety of reinforcers; i.e., material tS.G.4ntives,

sociar incentives, knowledge of results, seconaary rein-

forcements, and vicarious reinforcements. a ey concluded

tnat although a teacner may want an incentive to be

maximally rewaraing as we'll as easily ana inexpensively

auministered, tnis objective is complicatea by tne fact tnat

inuiviaual tastes: ana interests 'vary from stuaent to stuaent

and from aay to nay. Kennedy ana i%illcutt (1964) reviewed
,,.

8

tne literature on two of tne most frequently applies: incen-

tives witnin tne scnool setting, i.e., praise aria blame.

.rie autnors concluded that wnile these are consiaered tne

easiest ana most rItural of social incent4ves to use in

eu.;C:ational sett'ngs, stuaents vary cons4'.erably in tr.eir

re4oh:.ivencss /suer, that tneir potency cannot oe preuicteu

aneau of time.

Tt nas been emonstratea tnat, given an appropriate
0

incentive system, even very young cniluren w,li-engage in

complex learning activities with sustained interest over
.,

fr

/ ,)
s
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relatively long periods of time. As part of a program of

research on reaaing, Staatl (1964) ana his colleagues

presentea programmea material designed to teach word and

sentence reading to preschool cnilaren. %hen cnilaren were

verbally praises for correct responses but offerea no

extrinsic rewaras, they worked at reaaing tasks for 15 to 20

minutes, then became boreu and asked to leave. onen tney no

longer wisheu to remain in the situation, tangible rewaras,

consisting of canny, trinkets, and tokens were introauced.

Unger tne influence of the positive reinforcers, maae con-

aitional upon reading achievements, the children's limited

attention span suaaenly expanaea, and they woritgd enthusi-

astically at the reaaing task for 45 minutes aria actively

participates in aaditional sessions

Ano,tner group of preschool four year Alas performed tne

reaaing task unaer reinforcepot conaitions for two sessions,

taen the rewaras were aisconi4fted until tne children would

no longer participate, following wnicn extrinsic incentives

were again reinstated. Luring the initial reinforces ses-

sions the children attenued closely to the reaaing material

and actively worked at. learning new reaaing responses.

riowever, wrien reinforcers were witnarawn tne cnildren's

attention, participation, anu reading achievements rapidly

aeterioratea.

for olaer stuaents, it is often assumea that some form

of .!:self-reinforcement" is likely to sustain interest and

j
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acnievement qt uifficult learning tasks. nOwever, bloomer

(1966) nas reported a series of experiments wivcn nave

investigateu tnis phenomenon as reflected in the performance

of miuule scnool chiluren on cloze proceuure materials. Ine

uata coilecteu inuicate that nigher grade pupils confronted

with material of extreme simplicity Coulu not uerive suf-

'ficient self- reinforcement from reading tne material or

cCmpleting tne cloze exercises to c.ompr ::eau at an appro-

priate grade level. It was conclucle tnat while self-

reinforcement is most frequently u lizea oy oluer stuuents

with estaolisnea patterns of acni ent, tne presence of

sacn self-initiated reinforcement is aepenuent on a number

of variaoies incluuing the difficulty level of tne reaaing

materials. just as very uifficult materials can _present a

proolem for self-initiateu reinforcement, so can very easy

materials.

some researchers nave attempteu to evaluate tne compar-

ative effectivenef:s of several reinforcers for improving

performance :n eroal learning tasks. J.cidonalu (197c),

reportea a stuay wnicft compare:: tne effects of auaitory,

svpraliminal (i.e., just aoove perceptual tnresnolu) aria

written reinforcements on tne vocabulary uevelopment of

seventn and eigntn grace pupil. Tn tnis case auaitory

reinforcement was uefineo as, "Ine teacr.er talking,aoout a

wort for one minute via closea circuit television." Mere

were four treatment groups, e.g., auaitory reinforcement
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alune; auuitury ana supraliminal reinforcer ent; auaitory,

.supraliminal, ana written reinforcement; anu auaitory ana

,written reinforcement. Die results indicated tnat written

reinforcement aaded to teacher talk helpea seventh ana

eignth graae pupils make greater gains with very difficult

vocabulary words tnan teacher talk alone or teacner talk

,combineu with supraliminal reinforcement. This stuuy sug-

gests tnat increased emphasis should be placed on the use of

reinforcement tecaniques beyona just auaitory reinforcement

aria that a combination of reinforcement techniques can be

more facilitating than the applicafion of only one type of

reinforcement.

In aaaition to the type of incentive, the scheaule o

aelivery is also consiapred critical in terms of certain

performance variables. A stuay by George (1970) investi-

gateu the effects of aifferent reinforcement scneaules on

reaaing performance of secona graae pupils. Ine subjects

were aiviaea into three reaaing levels; above average,

average, ana below average ana were ranaomly assignea to a

fixea ratio,_ variable ratio, or no reinforcement group.

i..einforcements consistea of rea foil stars, either excaangeu

for pennies or canaies. The results inuicateu trait tnere

was an.finteraction effect between reauer type anu reinfOrce-

ment'scnedule. Tne data snowea that above average reaaers

in a classroom situation responaeu better with some type of

.reinfoSement taan tney aia witn-no reinforcement. They
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also performed better with frequent reinforcement than with

infrequent, reinforcement. The below average reauers

responded Ieast well to variable -ratio reinforceMent, i.e.,

both tne inconsistency of reinforcement and the knowledge of

losing appeared to have-affected the' response rate. The

author concludea that while fixed ratio reinforcement may

increase the rate of responding and perhaps learning of
-

faster stuaents, it may also nave the effect of discouraging

the slower stuaents in class. This investigation clearly

demonstrates that many stuaies of reinforcement sdheauling

have limited generalizability to-specific group situations

and consiaeration snoula be given to possible- aptitude

(reaaer type) by treatment (reinforcement) interactions when

designing contingency programs for a heterogeneous group of

readers.

Language Remeaiation am Incentives

A few research efforts have emerged as part of a total

long range program to investigate the applilition of

"behavior management tecnniques" exclusively for language

remediation purposes. For tne past..several years the faculty

at tne Reading and Study Skills Center at the University of

Minnesota has puolished several stuaies reporting their

attempts to manipulate reading rate and otner relevant lang-

uage behaviors.(e.g., Raygor, hark, and Warren, 1966; Wark,

1967; Wark, Kolo, anu Tonn, 196e). These efforts have been

structured in a rather straightforward operant paraaigm.

Tne contingency in most cases nas been a confirming stimulus
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signal giver; to the readers when they go above orbelow some

specifies criterion of rate. aowever, the work'has been

none, for the most part, with college stupents in a rather

constrained laboratory situation. Following this line of

research, Wark (1969)` reports several case' studies at the

University of Minnesota in which skills such_as reaaing

speea, eomprenension, and attention were improves through

contingency contracting. These efforts, while somewhat

limited in terms of the populations' considered- and the'
.

problems explores, do establish the effectiveness of operant

techniques in proaucing some fairly rapin changes in reading

behaviors _of auult subjects.

A. similar effort has been undertaken by. Schaeffer and
,

Schaeffer -(1969) in which, over the paii several years, the

authors, have been attempting to develana implement .a
\

.

.

program for tne retarded reaaer at the:secondary level. The

attempt is aimea at refining, revising, and developing

materials and procedures into a model Secondary remedial

program which can be replicated aria Lidea,iri a variety of

teaching situations. According to to # authors, the program

utilizes operant cona,itioning techniWes to teach decoaAhg,

aevelop vocabulary skills,' increise,p4sprehension skills,.

and shape scholarly, behavior.

Most of the materials and' all Of the procedures have

been developea in the classroop as a'result of airect

interaction witn hundreds of students who, are retaraed

in reading. In particular, aecoaing skills are



developed tnrougn difierential aural reihiorceweht and t, ,e

principle of successive approximation. ineSe are presentee

tnrougn tapes ana aittoes specifipally prepared to uevel

woru-attack skills. Ahile the aevelopment of aecouing skills

appears relatively specific witn regard tctne skills speci-

fies anu the reinforcements employed, the improvement of

c,omprenension is more general ana less'tiea into wel.1l aefinea

oenaviors. The authors note that, "To aevelop comprehension

skills students receive guiuea practice in reauing ana

responuing to Materials of increasing difficLilty." 4bile

the proceuures used to teach aecouing skills appear to

incorporate operant techniques, those of comprehension are

much less specific and aoubtful as regards tneir connection

with a controlleu operant paraaigm. nowever, the program

uoes appear to offer a promising attack on remediation of

iaentification skills. The approach is also criterion

referenced in terms of dealing d'irectly with in classroom

materials ana learning tasks.

Tn aadition to the application of operant procedures for

the remediation of reading and language problems exhibited by

relatively normal populations, some practitionern nave

achievea remarkable success wnen applying triese same prone-

144reS to profolinaly rianuicappea populations. Cohen (1968)

worked with convictea aelinquent aaolescents witn*long

ni.stories of school allure to improve both reaaing and

acnievement test score Lovaas (1968) employed, operant

61
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proceaures with autistic chilaren ana achievea notable,

success in aeveloping language anu speech behavior. Addison

ana .lomme (1966) workea with severely euucati onally hand;

capped children on an andian reservation anu successfully

used a technique of reinforcement smorgasbord to teach basic

skills. While these and other investigations have aemon-

stratea that incentives can be productiVely applieu to

facilitate the aevelopment of reading anu language behaviors,s
.these proced'ures have not been used extensively with, very

l000r reaaers nor have they been applied directly to tasksqA;

ii44malving reaaing comprehension.

1.7n summary, it appears that for poorly motivated

students, designing a more efficient learning environment

may be a necessary prerequisite for adequate learning to

occur. Sincetthere are many, readers who uemonstrate serious

*skill aeftcits compounded with motivational problems;

remedial strategies shopld consider the complexity of these
4

factors in contributiAg to overall learning and performance
A

problems. In connection with the Wiener and Cromer' model it

was notea that some ieaaing aifficulties can be' attributea

primarily to various motivational and attentional problems

which uisrupt ana interfere with adequate learning." A

relatea ,issue unue ying much of the current4diterature'in

reinforcemen't research is whether incentives alone can

remeaiate learning aYfficulties which are assumea to be

causea by unuerlying academic deficits. Tit is possible that

a2
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.poor readers with apparent difficulties in comprehen.sion may

perform poorly'ptimariky bedhuse of. motivational 'pi'oblems

and not because of skill aeficiqs.

The organised application of reinforcement principles

was initiated witn the advent of programmed instructional

investigated nave varied eonsiuerably and there is a notice-

able gap in the investigation of school age poor readers.

procedures. however,,pth research on tne use of incen-

tives for reading ana 1Figuage learning hasbeen relatively

'scattered. populatioris and the types of problems,

gore recently benavieral research has focused on a number of

environmental variables whi611 nave offereaqiehe most prawise.
'4

for affecting school performance. Tn particular, research
.

nas been devoted to investigating tne efficacy of various

typts and schedules of.reinfo'rcers. The selection of appro-

priate incentives depenus,upon a number of reaaer variables

including'uevelopmental fil.ctorS, academic skills, and

learner preference in terms ofprev'ious reinforcements Lipe

.anci,JUng, 1470.

1.ne data revierd hmesuggested'tnat with appropriate

tangible incentives, very young children-will engdge in,

/110mplex verbal learning with sustained intereS and

acnievement over realativelydong perioas o'C time (rdtaats,

l9b4) . .jimilarly for oluer children 4t.tit± Other motive-
r

ti oval problems br serious, skTll u icits, some form of.

Aitsernal incentive may be necessary to overcone performance
.
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problems (Bloomer, 1966; Lipe and Jung, 1971). Thus far,

operant procedures have, been successfully applied for

.remediating an assortment of reading difficulties for both
...k. .

beginning and mature readers (Nark, 1967; Schaeffer and
.4 ,

Schaeffer, 1969). Such behaviors as reading.rate,
.
compre-. lib,

41P.

pension, attention, aecoaixig, ana vocabulary skills nave

been improved for ootn-normal and handicapped populations.

Overall, it can be concluued that operantlDro4dures offer a

realistic ana practical'arternative for improvinga variety
* 4

of reading skills for aisabled learners, particularly if

motivational factors are either the central cause or a

primary contributor to poor school performance.

Summary ana Statement of.the.Probkem

The studies reviewed in this chapter _have considered a

wide range of possibilities four imprOving the reading
.

. prehension of both average and below average learners. For

convenience the research was discussed under three broad

categories including those studies which Lave manipulated

variables associaated with reading .materials; reader strate-

gies, anu the consequences of IrrformAnce*. In keeping with

tae overall purpqse of the present research, the review of

literature was limited primarily to those effortS'.wnicn nave
0

''focuseu on tne learning of prose mdtriais by school age

cnildren.

Tt'seems tnat tne question of now best to teach compre-

hension uepenus on cnaracter)stics of ttedta1 yearning,
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situation incluuing the nature of the task, the type of
rt

reauer invkvea anIllother aspects of the total instructional

setting. Tn this respect ehe remeuial efforts which holy:

the most promise' are those which have considered. Matching

instructional strategies with individual differences in

aptitudes and learning styles. The fact that many readers

in hilgher graae levels are unable to comprehenu material

wnich they can adequatell decoue, proviaes the most cirect

evidence of the neea for improving the verbal "processing"

strategies of more mature learners.

There are data to suppOrt tne existence of a variety o'f

poor reaaer who can be discriminated from one another

both functionally and diag all lmer, 1970; Lev-in;

1973). Certainly comprehension problems are not always tne

ena result of a common underlying aisability, but more

likely such difficulties are the proauct of a variety of

etiologic factors. Consequently remeuial treatment of

compreftension_uifficulIjes aepenuto a-certadftextent on-

the prerequisite skills of tne poor reader. From this

perspective, the first priority of the remedial teacher i

to iaentify various reauer "deficiencies" or "interferences"
_

wricn may be contributing is and /or causing comprehension

problems.

Tn terms of tne current literature, a useful

paradigm for explaikilig reauingwifficult-es tnat wnAr.;n

has been proposeu by P. i en-e-r-'arfd Cromer (1'107).

4111.

60
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framework proyides a comprehensive model for viewing reading

uisoruers which has both remedial ana neuristic value. cinus

far, followup research of this moddl has centered entirely

on two types of poor readers, i.e., the "difference" and

"deficit." As earlier Doted, both of these types of poor

readers are assumed to have adequate intelligence but demon-

strate marked difficulties in comprehension presumably
- because of characteristi.cally

different problems in inputing

wnat is read.

IL terms of remediation, it is known that "difference"

poor readers can adequately aecoae words but are unable to

comprehend what is read because they organize their reauing

material in anon-meaningful, word by word fashion. however,

these readers can significantly improve their comprenension

in the direction-of good readers wnen proviaed with a

strategy such as "imagery" (vin, 1973) or when tne

'materials are preorganized (Cromer, 1970). Similarly, poor

readers tend to comprehend as well as good readers when pas-

sages are presented in an alternative mode such as listening

(yakan, Wiener, and'' Crqmer,,1971). nowever, to thisizoint

little is known regarding tne nature-of so-called "deficit"
4

poor reauers, except that tney presumably lack vocabulary4

Au /or word identification skills. lne present study pro-

,poses a more complete analysis'of such readers.

In-particular, the primary focus of tnis investigation

4s to determine wrIetner it is possible to increase tne
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cuil,preuensiun skills of ueficit poor reaut.s wist.uut

actually teacaing them aecouing skills. tnis,

ueficit anu average readers will be compareu unuer tnree

instructional conditions anu two input moualiti,es (,ee

75

uesign layout in Appenaix A, Taole 8). Ine treatments

incluae imagery, incentive, anu control unuer botn reauing

and listening input moaalities. The imagery conuition nas

been previously establishea as a wortnwnile treatment, at

least for tne "-difference" type of poor reauer. However,

tne incentive condition is aaueu to aetermine wnat effect,

if any, motivation nas on- performance. As suggest,eu .

earlier, it coulu oe argueu-tnat the positive effects

acnievea in the past nave been uue entirely to motivational

factors, This condition, then, snoula test whetaer motiva-
f

tion is a significant factor in getting poor reaaers to

perforainore like gooa Knile incentives have been

employed effectively.witn a variety of aisableu anc normal

learners, tueir value nas riot been extensively exploreu in

the .area of reauing comptenension, nor nave they been

consistently employea with cisablea reaaerp, such as tndse

of the "deficit" variety.

rine above treatments will be presenter.; Aria th

ties of "listening" or reaaing Wnicn are alreaay known to

interact with reader-types (uakan.et'al., 1971; bianton,

1971; 1,11.1y ana Kelleher, 1973)., Aithougn tnere is eviuence

wnich suggests tnat some poor reaaersrcan ,remonstrate a

0

c .

I
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general ul:;ability in language eomprenensiun (4einstein anu.

naoinovitcn, 1971), it is likely tnat ueficit poor reauers

can profit a;-, Much or more than average readersanuer a

listening condition. similarly, the corpinea treatments of

."listening with imagery" should also reauce performance

differences between the two reauer types. Since it is

assumeu, tnat ueficit readers have difficulties primarily

in aeciouing ana vocabulary skills, it, is nypotnesizea tnat
. .

listIning copaition shoula reduce problems associatea with

tneWe skill aeficit's aria therefore increase the likelinoor...'

tnalT they will benefit from imagery instructions.
iy

Tn sum, then, the present study consists of a partial

replication of.tne Levin (1973) study (incorporating an.;

imagery conuition),ana a furtne'r 'refineMeht of the uakan et

al. (1971) reading-listening stuay(incorporatfpg,only poor

readers of the ueficit variety).

nypo,theses to be lestep

Altnough a variety or research questions-can be

generateu from the present: proposal, tne following nypotne-

ses appear most appropriate in terms of tne rationale of tne

study as well as trre finaings of.previous investigatoAs. Tn

auuition, since tne present empnasis is on,treatments wnicn

facilitate comprenension for the deficiA poor reader, ttte

major nypOttese.reflect airecily on this problem.

3

4



A,ajor. Lypotueses

1. In accoraance with Levin's (19 3) results, reauing witn

imagery snoulu be no more eff ctive tnak reauing alone

*
for aeficit poor'readers. nowever, for the average

reaaers tae effects of tnis treatment are expected to

imprOve perforthance.

2. hnile listening is expeCted to be superior to reading

coverall, tnis saoulu be especially so ior tne poor

readers (',Jakan et al., 1971). --A,aficit poor reauers are

expected tolquflt relatively more to an tne average

readers, since listening saould eliminate the deficit

poor reaaer's decoding problems in,comparison to tne

nonaifficalty experienced by average. readers. Inese

nypotaeses will, be tested in terms of comparing tae

listening condition with reaaing for Doti Wes of reaa-
% e%

ers. The overall improvement in performance (from reaa7

ing Vo-listening) for the crefici Teauervili Ale& be

compared witn tnat of tne,average to oetermine wnetner

a muaality x reader type/interaction effect exits/

lae addition of an imagery strategy to -tne litening

-mouaidty soli further improv,e tce co.apreaension of
s

. /

botn types of readers 'by provid-ing tnem wita,an effeu-

'4dwe organizational strategy - -much in t:,e.same way it

,

uiu for tnevtlifference poor,reauers ire 1,rie r_eaxing wits

imagery conuition of the -Levin (1973) ,tudy arid for tne
M.

, average reauers:ia tne listening witt imagery cuaaition'
7,
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I

of the Levin anu ivine-Hawkins (1974) stuay.

4. anether or not tne aaaition of an incentive results in

increased reaaing Dr listening comprehension for the

deficit and average readers is also of interest. In

particular, tne experimenter nopea to determine if it4

was possible to get improved performance via simply

increasing the motivation of the readers.

11,

ma.
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Subjects

Ninety-six subjects were selected from a 0.aaison

scnool whicn serves primarily a Lower miaule class-popula-

tion. Tne subjects were all sixtn grad s of approximately

the .same age and intelligence.

Redding Classifications

Reading classifications were based on the Wiener and

Cromer model and incluaea only "aeficit" and "average"

readers as specified in the "statement of the problem."

Initially,all'suOjects_were selected accoraing to scores

obtained'on the "comprehension" subtest oftne Sequential

Tests of r,aucational Progress (JTEP), administered in

October, 1972.

"Average" readers were consiaerea to oe those subjects

who fell within tne 33rd percentile to 6ptt percentile

range. (The total sample of average reaaers was comprised

of 46 subjects, tne Majority (88%)
r
falling within the

40-60 percentile range.) 'Although this cutoff point is

somewnat arbitrary, it is, accoraing to tf.e

'4

7.
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representative of the low to higa "average" reaaers in com-

prehension, i.e., 50tn percentile = average. .lowever, to

assure the validity of these classifications, tne author

obtained a recommendation from each of tne subject's teacners

to determine experimenter-teacher agreement on the subject

ratings. A summary of tne STEP test (comrrenension) infor-

mation for tne average readers is presenteu in Table 1.

Since the experimenter was interested in poor reaaers

wrid uemonstrateu marked problems in comprehension as a

resulttig decoding and/or vocabulary deficiencies, subjects

were screened on the baSis of tnree standardized tests.

Poor reaaers were considereato be those.subjects wno scored

in the 25th percentile or lower on the "comprehensidn",sub-

test of tne ST.a. lo insure tnat tnese subjects also had.

corresponding difficulties in vocabulary anu decouing

skills, tney were additionally tested on ;re vocabulary sub-.

test of tne Towa Jest of basic 'Skills (716S, 1971 revision)r

administerea by tne present examiner in i4arch of 1974. A,11

(subjects scoring at least a year below grade level on the

Towa were then given tire reading (decoding) section of tne'.

Range Achievement Test (V,RAT), which was individually

auministereu. .1nis test was administered to obtain a.grade

level rating on decouing ana word recognition for subjects.

wr:o had prevtously demonstrated poor comprehenSion anu.

vocabulary skills.

,

Tne final selection of ueficit podr readers was based
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TA 131,:r. 1

LilhA PLRCENTILL RATIAG6' AND STANLARI DLVTAr27uW6

AVLRAGL REALzit6 IN EAC:1 CoALITION

Zr1LP Percentile
(Comprenenston
buotest)

Conuition.

Control . Imagery 7ncettive

Y 47..37 45.93 45.87

sid 6.01 8.91 7.13

a
ar

4
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on the difference between tne reading score obtaiae, on the

.:.11A. and the subject's actual grade placement rat CIL tile of.
.

testing.. V,RAT S decouing) scores we're expressea as oaue

equivalents wnica were compared to the cailu's grauc

expectancy at time of testing, e.g., .6.7. are number in

front of the decimal point inuicates the Bradt the chilu was

in
\
at time of testing, wnile the number following the ueci-

mal indicates the elapsed part of the scaool year'. ..Taus 6.7
.

in:licates tnat tne cnilu was in toe sixth grace and taat the

test Lad been given between .1.arch and April of 1974. lac

main criterion was a grade level seficit of at least one

year below level in cecoding (r:tAT = 5.7 or less). Ad:ti-110

tionaliy, tne experimenter looked for consistency among

scores obtained in compreoension (Z1luP), vocabulary (1I3;,),

anu decoding ( /a1.1). Tn terms of task requirements, the
4 t
, co:Lprenensioa section of the z,d..,P demanued tnat each suojest

reau a set of paragrapns anu answer a series of multiple
.

cnoice questions relating to toe facts presentea. The Towa

Test consisteu of a group of vocabulary woras anu subjects

were expected to select one of four answers whica most nearly

reflected tne sale meaning as toe woru to be uefineu. On

toe WnAl., words gradea in aifficulty were preseat6o and tne

subject simply rear, tne orus, pronounoini; each onc oo tne

examiner coal.; sear tilem. Using tnese procedures ',nu.

present experimenter felt reasonably assured taat tne out-

jects wao were concistently.at least onC year below 6race
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level, on botn vocabulary and decoding suotests, met the

primary criterion of a "deficit" poor reauer asuefinea by

litntr anu Cromer (i.e., "subjects with markea comprehension

problems anu significant deficits in vocabulary-and/or

decoung skillS").

7n nearly all cases, subjects were consistently low.on

all three subtext measures and only occasionally was 'there a

discrepancy of any magnitude. Howeer, subjects whose

/
scores were notably inconsistent or trose wao were known to

aemonstrate organic and/or emotional disturbances were

excluded (i.e., subjects in special education classes who'

were labeLleu

c)

"emotionally disturbea," etc.). Again, to

)assure tne validity f the deficit classifications, aadi-

tional information in the form of teacher Yagreement", as to

the rating was obtained for each subject. In each case them/

subjects selectee as "deficit" poor readers, on the basis of

tests, were also similarly recommended by their teachers:

based on the %RAT (decoaing) results a total of 73 percent

of the deficit reaaers were more than one and one-half

grades below level ana 54 percent were more than two graaes .

below level. A summary of tne ".111P (compren.insion), WRAT

(decoding) ana tne :FIBS (vocabuldry) information for dtficit

poor reaaers is presentees in Table 2.
+4,

Based on the "average" and "deficit" classifications

ine subjects were tnen ranaomly assTgnea in equal numbers to

the treatment groups.

.1.

(
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TABLE 2

STEP, WRAT AND ITBS MEAN SCORES AND STANDARD

DEVT,ATIONS'FOR THE DEFICIT READERS

Screening Tests

STEP: Comprehension
(Percentile)

WRAT: Decoding
(Grade zquivalent)

ITBS: Vocabulary
(Grade Lquivalent)

Conditions

Control Imagery Tncentive

X 7.68 9.37 6.18

SD -4.70 6.00 3.60

7 4.32 4.91 4.28

SD 1.1$ .53 .75

7 4.82 4.43 4.1d

SD 1.45 1.00 '.87
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katerials;.

The expgrimenier unstructed two 14-sentence stories of

. approlimately the'same level of difficulty and equated with -

one another aloAg/several variables discussed in detail

' below. In developing the stories the author reviewed a

number of reading materials appropriate fop grade levels

fiVe, six, and seven. Similarly, a number of standardized

tests with comprehension measures were surveyed to determine

the characteristics of vocabulary words, .syntax and concepts.

presented. However, the use of such tests in the preSent

experiment was ruled out primarily because these materials.

were, generally, not of an imaginal nature and some called

upon prior learning or otherwise did not ,comply'with.certain

specifications as required by the nature of the experimental

task. The reading passages were then constructed primarily

from a list oZ sixth grade reacting words and readjusted

according O "trial and error" data collected through pilot-

ing exercises .

First, a "word bank" of potential target words was

developed to use in the construction of the experimental

- materiald: Similarly, ideas for the story format and types

af comprehension questions were also noteci. The rist of
r

potential words was then piloted on ten "poor" readers

those subjects with decoding problems) and ten "average"
..

readers who were similar to the average and poor readers

selected for the experimental populations. based on there
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pilot results a group of target words was selected in terms

of difficulty as regards decoding, i.e:, the poor readers

were unable to decode them while the average readers.

generally had little difficulty in pronouncing them. These

words were then used to compose'approximately five stories

with different themes but similar in word difficulty,

vocabularyrgrammatical makeup, length, etc. Of the five

stories, twO were selected to pilot under, the "reading con-

aition" alone,,i.e., each subject was asked to read the

stories and thin answer questions _about them. The stories
A

and related questions'were presented jndividually and in

counterbalanced' order. After each pilot of the experimental

materials adjustments were made regarding- ambiguities in

questions and answers, facts presented, and overall level of

. difficulty.
I

Pilot data on the final revision of both stories sug-
k

gested that they were generally equatgoEi on several variables

determined to be critical for tnds type of task. That is,

although the stories had different themes, each was more or

less of a descriptivetnature and similar,,in sentence length,

overall vocabulairi difficulty and total reading time. Tn

addition, each sentence was similar in grammatical compOL

tion and presenth a admple statement of fact. As

subject ratings for story'"preference" did not significantly

"favor one story.over the other. The only other criterion for

these stories was that the situation being depiet5d in each

S

I
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sentence read to be imaginal, i.e., it cop potentially

evoke a visual picture in the mind of the reader.

Two sets of short answer questions were also developed

which corresponded with the stories and reflected the main

facts projected by each sentence. For some questions a

variety of answers were accepted, the primary criterion

being that they reflected. an understanding of the facts

presented. Each response was recorded on the appropriate

answer sheet so.that ambiguous or unique answers couldr be

re-scored at a later time. The "comprehension" questions

were designed primarily to tap into information gained from

reading the stories and'thas, were constructed so that they

minimized the possibility of "guessing" or."conjectur/ing" an

answer. N.)

In termsof-presentation, the stories, were printed and

e recorded such that both stories could be represented

via, both' listening .and reading modes ofpresentation. The

printed versions were types' in primary type onto 5 x 8 inch

index cards, with one sentence per card, and assembled in

two separate booklets. As each story was recorded

onto two separate cassettes to be used under the listening'

condition. In addition, under the imagery condition only, a

pi-cture (spider crawling on a shirt) was used as an example

to assist the subjects in developing visual images of the

contents of the materials read Or listened to.

For`aubjects.ander the incentive condition, the
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experimen.tei provideki a large bank of pennies 'from which the

subjects coula earn varying amounts of money depending on

the number,of correct responses they made.

Procedure

The experimental design consisted of two reader clas-

sificati,ons,'three treatments and two modalities, the latter

factor administeredwithirksubjects. A total of 96 subjects

were used in the experiment,.48 deficit and 48 average ,,

readers. Subjects were randomly assigned to treatment Ti-

ditions with consideration being given to the order in which

the stories were presented (2 stories x 2 modalities).

Subjects were tested individually 'in a small room.

Since the design is one of "repeated measures," each subject

received two passages, one under eaCh-10darity. Subjects

assigned to a specific treafitent group remained in that

group under both modalities (e.g., subjects assigned to the

control group under the reading modality were also assigned

to the Control group under the listening modality). 'The
4

overall design layout is presented in Appendix A (see p.

135).. A counterbalanCea order was used to control for pos-

sible effects due to differences in the stories. Prior to

receiving the.stories, subjects were instructed according to

the experimental conditions cited earlier, i.e., control,

imagery, or incentive

In the control coliaiiions tne subjects were instructed
,

eitherto reaa or to listen to tne passages and tuen answer
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comprehension questions asked by the exaMiner.% When reading,

subjects were simply presented with a booklet containing the

story ana permitted to turn the pages at their own rate.

Alien listening, subjects were presentea a tapea version of
1,

//7----
the passage. A recorder was placed irt front of the subject f

ana turnedturned on when the experimenter signalled "ready."

Also, subjects were instructea not to ask questionsor,

interrupt the recording while it was playing.

Subjects in the imagery condition receivela the same .

treatments as above, except that they were given aaaitioal

instructions to visually imagf what they were reading or

listening to. Tnat is, the subject was asked to covertly'

translate each sentence into a mental image or pictorial

representation of its contents.

In the incentive cozioition subjects were given the

standard instructions for listening and reading but in adai- t

tion they were told it was possible to earn one penny for

each correct answer and more than 25 cents if they performed

well. The cnoice of money as Elp appropriate incentive was

determined primarily via a "reinforcement" survey conauctea

with stuaenis considered very poor in aoaaemics (Title 1)

but who were not part of the experimental sample. .s.,7n this

survey 20,subjects were presented with a hierarchy of choices

regarding incentives they woula prefer to earn.(e.g., money,

small candies, free time,' playing a game,,smair prizes).

The results of the survey indicated that about' 75 percent
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.

of the students very poor in academics clearly prefer to

earn money over the other hoives. On tie basis of these

results, money was chosen as the incentive for all subjects

-in. the incentive condition (poor. and average; listening and

reading).

However, as regards,the incentive conaition, some

precautions were taken to minimize thetpossible contamina-

tion of subjects who were not in .the incentive condition but

expected4to receive incentives because"of-informati.on passed

along by other Subjects. -Mils, at the outset of each treat-
. .

ment, subjects were asked if-they had any knowledge of what'
1

1
i

tne "survey" was about. If the subject responded "yes,"
__-.....

. ,

then the experimenter probed further to determine if the"'

subject anticipated an incentive or knew anything about the

stories, questions, or answers. Information relating to tne

subject's awareness of the experiment was recoraed on the

-cover of his test protocol and in this way possible effects

due to subject' contamination were carefully tabulated.

In all treatment groups an example was,usedlto help

facilitate understanding of the task. However, in the

imagery oonditIOn a picture (spider climbing s shirt)

accompanied the example as one plausible image for the

example sentence.

In addition each subject, regardless of treatment con-

aition,, was giver10 cents at the beginning of the experi-

ment with no contingency on keeping the money otner than

owl
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participation in the study. As well-, ali-subjects were told

(

..-

that everyone in the survey would receive more or less the

same amount pf money: 7n this way all subjects were paid 4

k

some money for their involvement. Subjects were also asked

to keep their partiCipation and under tanding of-the
.

experiment "confidential" until all o er subjects had

completed the tasks. A date was given when confidentiality-
.

could be relaxed (i.e., at the conclusion of data .collec-

%ion) . These procedures seemed the best solution to

minimize tne possible contamination of subjects in terms of

knowledge of the experiment and anticipation of incentives.

Bo stories and corresponding sets of questions and a
0

__,..

complete set of instructions for all conditions are

presented in Appendix B.

, . )

i

...

i,

-----
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4 CHATTER III

RESULTS

Performance for the deficit and average readers was

defined in terms of the number of correct responses, out of
I ;

14, given following a single presentation of 'the passages.

As described earlier, possible "contamination effects" were

,
monitored carefully via a-serJea cif questions relating,to

subject "expectations" and prior knowledge of, the experi-

ment. It was noted tha.etin each opening interview" all sub-
, /-

jects responded in the negative regarding knowledge of thd

experiment and there was no evidence of subject contamina-

tion (as discussed in the procedure Aection).

Scoring of test protocols was baSea on two systems,

i.e., "rigid" and "flexile`." Generally, correct responses

for each question were carefully defined in advance and

there was little varttibility in the criteria for scoring of

answers. However, for the rigid system, responses were

scorea as either cori*ct or incorrect with little or no con-

sideration given to errors due to slight variations in the

facts presented'or *se due to problems in "sequencing."

Since some\seatenceslertaining to a singe referent were

93
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grouped together, it was possible to intermix referent6--s4bh

that the, wrong attributes would be associated with them,

e.g., 40 story #1, mixing'up the second and first ve4icles

-or in story #2, mixing ,up the two kinds of tonkeys. In this

respect, the characteristics of the referinti were under-

stood but they were not associated in correct sequence.

However, the flexible systerrwas.more liberal as regards

answers which were correct but out of sequence

tial errors") and minor variations in the text. -.Each-proto-

col was scored separately by two different scorers and then

comp'ared for differences total scores and/or scores for

individual responses. Any discrepancieS between scorers on

i-haividual items were noted arfd reconciled until there was

(/.
100 percent agreement in the final scores given to each

subject by both scorers. It is noteworthy that, overall,

the two scorers had relatively few disagreements to tart

with. As well, there were no major differences in the two

scoring systems (rigid and flexible) as noted by their cor-

relation within each set of conai'tions- That is, within thed.

reading treatments the two systems were correlated .85 and

within the listening treatments they were correlated .95.

However, the data on Which the analysep were performed is

based exclusively ion the "rigid" scores Of each groupPri-

marily because these tended_ to be.the'most consistentdt

outset and reflected answers which were the most explicit in

terms of the ,facts presented.
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Initially, the experimental design consisted of a two

-(reaaing classifications) by three (treatments) by two

(modalities) split plot factorial design. The experimenter
41

proposed to carry out "nested" analyses using the full

design and the combined scores of both the average and

deficit poor readers. however, becadse of a-chance problem

in the assignment of subjects to treatment conditions the ,

- design and analyses had to be modified. That is, deficit

poor readers assigned to the treatment groups turned out to

be different'in decoding skills at the outset of the experi-

ment,even though proper randomization was employedi Thus,

since amount of comprehension is as-Burned to be. directly

related to decoding skills, performance on the copiprehension
. -

tasicould'be partially 'attribated to differences in the

experimental groups at the outset and noiLnecessarily to the
f

treatments administered. Therefore, because of these dif-

ferences,, the overall design wasadjasted to emove this

source of bias from the experiment.

The mean scores and standard deviations for the e-STEP

(comprehension), WRAT 'We-coding), and the TTBS (vocabulary)

'tests- are listed in Table 2 (page 84,\Method section) for

defici1 readers in each tibaiment condition. A "studentized

range test" of the three STEP means revealed

q=2.61, df=45,,,,wp>.05) that thecomprehenion scores of
-

these subjects were equated at the outset of the experiment.

However, as similar range test done on the three RAT means,

A
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'revealed (c.V..3.43, q=3.43, ctf.45, p<.05) that these, means

were not equated-at.the outset. Subsequent pairwise compar-
.

isons (Tukey t) indicated that the visual imagery group had

significantly higher decoding skills than the incentive

group. ''Consequently, the average and deficit readers were

not included in the same design but rather each was analyzed
.

separately. using an analysis of covariance for the aeficit

and analysis of variance for the average readers. However,

except for separate consideration of the hypOtheses for the

deficit and average readers the Tlanned comparisons remained

thesame.

Deficit Readers

Because of the'differences among the treatment groups

-initially on the BRAT, the mean performance on the compre-
r

hension task was "adjusted" for each treatment gfoup. table

3 presents the adjusted means and standard deviations for

the aeficit readers under all treatment cpnditions and modes .

of presentation. These adjusted means were then used to

test the hypotheses for the deficit group via planned com-

parison, techniques. Jpecifically, as noted earlier (hypothe-

ses to be tested), two treatment contrasts were planned .

within each modality (i.e., reading and listening) and one

between -modalities. In'addition, both types of readers were

compared for (werall_improvement in .comprehension in listen-.

ng as opposed to reading to determine possible interaction

effects of reader type with modality. Each contrast was



TABLE 3

ADJUSTED MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIAXIONS FOR COMPREHENSION

SCORES OF DEFICIT READERS
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Treatment Reading

Modality:

° Listening

, .
7 6.03 10.25

Control
SD' 2.61 2.81

6.87 10.11
Imagery

SD 3.24L 2.96

6.90 9.56
Incentive

SD 2.80 2.82'



Nal.reCtional witniAne error-rate_permfam4y being set equal
.

to .05. Since two tests were performed within the reading

moaality and two within the listening, a type error proba-

bility of .025, one tailed, was aaopted for each.
. The error

rate for tne comparison between the reading and listening

groups was equal to .05. Each treatment contrast was based

on 35 af (ite, the covari atei the order, the condition,

_,-Tnaition by larder elfecte wer oved) whereas the

modality contrast was base$ all the above except

the Covariate were removed).. The interaction of reader type

with modalitt was tested witya type 7 error probability

.05i one.taimiga, with 90'df.';, a

Within,the reading modality, reading .with imagery and

reading-Vth incentives resulted; in comprehension scores
.

which were not siAnIrcantly higher than those obtained by

reading alone t.:8701, p>. .025 and -t=.9567, p >.025,

respectively). Simiiarly, under the listening condition,

,listening Withimagery,and listening with inbefitiVes'did7hot
;; *

facilitate comprehension significantly morelthan listening

alone (t=-.1377, la> .025 and t=-.7059, P >.4025, TespecA.

aowever, when p'erformance ,under reading was com-

pared with that of listening, a significant difference was

noted.(t=- 2.6476, P.0) in favor of the listening condi-

tion.

These results suggest that, for'very pobr readers,.

''treatrient strategies such as imagery and incentisves have'.
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little facilitating effect on the oompretension of materials

either read or listened to.

Fdr the sake of completeness an overall analysis of

covariance was per6=0 on the data using the WRAT scores

as the covariate. Both reading and Listening-analyses are

rouped together and presented 'in Table 9 in Appendix C.,

'Average Readers

For the average readers, the only screening measure

employed was the comprehension section of the'STER test

{means and standard deviations for each treatment group are .

presented in Table 1, page 81 of Methods section). As with
% .

the deficit readers, a studentized range test was performed

on the three SUP means for the average readers to determine

if there were Chance differences in the comprehension skills

of the three treatment groups.' The results'O.V.=3.430 q=

.8108, df=45, p.05) revealed that there were no differences

in the comprehension scores.of these subjects,and tnus the

three treatment groups were assumed to be equal in compre-

hension ability at the outset.of the experiment.

Table 4 presents the means and standard deviations. for

they average readers under each experimental condition. The

hypo eyes tested and the planned comparison procedures

employed are exactly the same as those for the deficit,

readers. In general; however, none of the experimental con-

d ons resulted in significantly higher scores than the

othersand scores within and between readingand listening

1.1J
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TABLE 4

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR COMPREAENSION

SCORES OF AVERAGE READERS

Treatments

Modality,

Reading- ListenIng

Control

Imagery

9.94 10.25

SD 2.32 2.97

10.87

I, Incentive

SD 2.96 2.11

X 9.62 10.94

SD 3.22 - 2.35
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conditions were relatively consistent. Ttat is, within the

reading condition, readtfig with imagery and reading with

incentives were not significantly higher than reading alone

(t=.9412, p;>.025 and t=-.313.7, p.025, respectively).

Similarly, listening with-imagery and listening with incen-

tives did not significantly improve comprehension over

listening alone p.025 that t=1.033 and t= .6744,.

respectively) .

A, comparison of listening with reading alone also

resulted in nonsignificant differences in comprehension

(i.e., p > .05,for i=-1.6137). Contrary to the findings for

the deficit readers, scores for the average readers indicate

that comprehension was not improved when they changed

II : I r

. -

the average readers performed equally well no matter what

experimental condition they were in and their comprehension

skills did not seem to be significantly affected by the

modality and strategy manipulations employed in 'this experi-

ment.

For both the listening and reading modalities total

scores ranged,from 4 to 14 correct. Howeier, only 10 per-

cent of the subjects in the reading, modality scored 100 per-

cent correct (i.e., 14' out of 14)n and 12 percent under

listening, scored 100 percent correct. Therefore on the

basis of the distribution. of scores it seems`reasible to

discount "ceiling: effects" as an explanation of the
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consistent performance of this group of readers. That is,

there is'no evidence to suggest that performance across

conditions was simply reflective of a task whicp was too

easy for the average readers. Again, an overall analysis of

variance is presented in Appendix C under Table 10.

Reader Type x Modality Interaction

Table 5 indicates that when improvement across modali-

ties' is compared for the average and deficit readers, there

is a signifidantly larger modality effect for deficit

readers. That i,4 there is a Modality by reader type inter-

action, such,,that the cit readers improve more when they

go to the listen modalit as mpar
-

readers (C:V.=1. 64, t=2.556, df=90, P <.

is en ng moaa ul: u

with the average

Thus the

erence or he

deficit readers than it d forlthe average.

Post Hoc Data Probin

In addition to the main contrastsdismissed above, the

author also coo some ost noc data probing to investigate

any effects due to treatm nts which were not planned for.

-/

Rating Data

At the close of each treatment.session 'the experimenter

asked alleubjects, regardless oT'treatment condition, two

aadit4onal questions relating to the amount of "imagery"

that occurred and the subject's level of preference for each

story. The questions were as follows: "How much did you

113
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TABLE 5

MEAN COMPREHENSION SCORES AS A FUNCTION .OF REALER TYPE

AND MODALITY INTERACTION

Reading Listening

Deficit
As

Average

6.60

10.14

9.97

10.75

ab

114
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like the race car (monkey) story? Dia ydu:.iike it a lot, a

little bit, or not very much?" "Whilethe race car (monkey)

story was going on, aid you' get any pict es i4 your mina of

what was happening? Did ,you get a lot, a, little bit, or

none at all?" Tne subject's responses -were then numerically-
_

rated as 1 for a response of.nnot very much" or "none at

all,".2 for "a little bit," and 3. ;or" "a igt. These scores
,

N
a ,

were tnen tabulated for each subject-ang_meEkns and standard

.
aeviations were calculated for el'cial treatment condition.

Tn terms of the rating aajaYfot the ae6cit ana average

readers, it was expected that; for both groups, subjects.

would report more imagery 'when 'told to image as opposed to

the other conuitions. Ratings as to the amouet of imagery

.1 -
and Kulhavy (1972) finaings, wnichvsuggested'thai subjects

given-imagery instructions might not snow superior compre-

nension since groups rot given such instOctions may report

using imagery extensively. Tnus, since/the tenaency to

employ imagery is inadequately controlled ana essentially

unobservable, a straight-forward "reporting" by tne subjects

was expectea to proviae some insight into the extent to

wnich thip'strategy was used.

Deficit Readers--As with the comprehensioeaata, the

"rating" means for tne aeficit readers ire adjusted to

account for chance effects aue to WRAT score differences.

Table 6 presents the aujusted means
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fol. "like" and "imagery" ratings for the deficit readers.

. As well, Table llin Appendix C.proviaesa breakdown of the

analysis of covariance for tne 'rating data.
,

The results indicate that under the reading modality

neither "like" (F=1.018, df=2/35, p >.05) nor "imagery"

ratings (F=.896, df=2/35, p>.05) were signifiCantly dif-

ferent across treatment conditions. .The. same findings are

true of "like" (F=.363, df=2/35, ali07"iMagery" (F=

1i312, 2/35. p ).05) ratings across treatments within the

listening modality. Therefore, in spite of the experimental

instructions within t)e listening or reaaing moaalities,

subjects reported about the same preference'for the stories

and' the same amount of imagery. However,balthoagh it was

not. statistically tested here, the tendency was for subjects

to report more visual images under the listening modality

(1=2.39) as comparea with the reading (1=2.12). 'This latter

finning supports that of Levin and-;Divine-'Hawkins (1974)

where it was notea that visual imagery may be elicited more

reaaily in listening tasks titan in reading tasks.

In order to aetermine.the measure of agreement or

association between "like" and "imagery" ratings, across all

aeficit subjects, a Goodman-Kruskal Gamma test was performed

for both the reading and the listening moaalities. For tne

reading modality, the value of gamma was relatively nigh

(e=.51) inaicating that the probability of the two ratings

(like and imagery) being the same is 51 percent more than
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the.probability that they would be different.j however,. for

//
the listening modality, a much lower degree of association

(e =-.004) 'was obtained. In thi's case, the probab)Lity that

the ratings would be different, is .4 percent more than the

probability of them being the same. Thus the ratings terra
4

-to agree more under the reaaing ascomparea with the listen-

ing modality.

Average ReadersThe "imagery" and "like" rati-ng means

,for_the:averagereaders are presented in Table 7. The

analysis of variance-for these data are included in Appendix

C, Table 12. similar to tne deficit reaaers, the results

indicate no significant difference& across treatments within

the reading modality for like (F=.851, df=2/36, p).05) or

the kistening modality, there were no significant differ-

ences across conditions for like (F=.429, df=2/36, p.05)
n

or imagery (F=.210, df=2/36, p).05) ratings.

The Goodman-Kruskal Gamma test was again performed for

reading and-listening modalities to determine the strength

of association-between the two ratings for these reaaers.

Under'tne reading modality the gamma value(r=.18) was

relatively low inuicating tnattne probability of the two

ratings being the same was only 18 percent more taan the

probability they would be aifferent. limier the listening

moualtty a relatively high gamma value was obtaineu

suggesting tnat'tne probability tnat the ratings woula agree

1 3
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was 44 percent higher than the probability that they, would

disagree. Thus, the rating data for the average readers

indicates a higher'association between imagery and like

under the listeiiing modality than under the reading. Also,

.consistent with the findings for the deficit readers, sub-

jects reported the .same preference for stories and the same

amount of imagery across treaiments'witain the same,

modality in spiteof different instructions.

Further Analysis of Deficit Performance
4

After the data were tabulatedfor all readers, the

experimenter identified several words in one story which

were considered difficult toNdecodeand yet critical in

answering the corresponding compretensiontquestions. In

particular it was noted. taat seven sentences of the race car

story contained words assumed to be difficult for the poor

readers to decode and essential in understanding 'the facts

presented. It witts predictea that, because of the difficulty

of these items, the deficit reaers would not be able to

. Answer questions about these senteaboa under a reading con-

dition. .Performance on these seven items was recorded

separately for the deficit readers to determine the degree

of validity of the deficit classifications and to see if the

prediction of poor performance on these items would b

substantiated..

Under thethe reading modality, performance on the

relatively "non-difficult" items (N=7) was compared with
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tnat of the "uitficult"'items (N=7). A "difference t test"

was performed to determine if performance on the non -

difficult items was significantly better than on the diffi-

cult ones. In partial agreement with the predictions, the

,deficit readers answered Significantlymoie non-difficult

questions correct than difficult (t=2.144, df=21, 1340-05).
4

However, it is noted, that, on the average, the deficit

readers got about .one -half of the difficult items correct

(1=3.54). Tnis suggests tnat these deficit readers may not

nave been as severely handicapped in decoding as first

anticipated.

1 .1



imagery,

I

Generally, im gery as a reading comprehension strategy

has been found to e successful in imprOving the comprehen-

sion of both norms and difference poor readers (Levin,

1973; Levin et al.,
t

Ma-

CHAPTER IV

DISCUSSION,

I

1974; Anaerson and Kulhavy, 1972).

However, as an orlanizational strategy for the deficit

readers, it was e pebted that this treatment would be die-

4crentially
43L-144Asirread-1-1*--and

14-stgningAggakities.

Reading with Imal4ry

For the poor: readers', it was predicted that reading

with imagery woula not improve comprehension over reading

alone. Since these readers demonstrate4,1narked problems in.

424.
decoding, 44 was assumed tdat they, would not be able to

effectivelyimage what they, could not read'. On the other

hanti, for the average readers. it was expected that imagery

instructions would improve the comprehension of written

passages sigrilficantly more than reading alone. Although

these predictions were based mtte studied mentioned above,

the present findings only partially agree with them.

111,

1_42
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The results of tne preseni'study are,donsistentWith

the preaictions for thedefidit readers but not forla-the

average. That is, comprehension'under reading alone did not

differ. significantly from that reading with image for

the poor leaders. however, average readers were expected,

to benefit from a strategy, such as ,imagery because it has

been demonstrated to be facilitating for readers who can-
.

decode properly ana Wno have sufficient vocabulary skills

(Levin, 197'). While the aVerage,readers in the present

study aid improve slightly (9% more correct respohsea) when

gliteninstructions,,to. imagefas compared with reading alone,

,

the results were not statistically significant.

Listening with Imagery'
.

In coirast to the above' expectations for reading, under

the listening modality, it was expected that imagery

Instructions would improve comprehension more than listening

alone for the deficit. readers. ,It was assumed that the

listening modality would provide the.deficit readers with an

input system that would enable them to process the materials

presented. As wells the addition of instructions to image
.

was expected to provide them with an organizational strategy

to facilitate recall of the facts and events presented.

Consequently listening with imagery was preaicted to result

in higher scores than listening alone for these poor

readers.' Similarly for the aver*ge reaaers; the adeition

.3

4
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of an imagery strategy with listeniqlg was expected to

picrease domprehensionascompafe to liOening without imagery,

Surprisi ly, for the deficit readers, listening with

imagery'resul d in slightly lov;er comprehension scores than

those obtained.by listening alone, although the difference

.was-very'small.. The average readers did improve slightly

(8% more correct responses) when given instructions to

image, as compared with listening, alone, but.the difference

was not significant. .Therefore, the imagery findings under

listening were cOnsistentftith those under reading.' In both

modalitiesnstructing the deficit and'averitge readers to
i-401

visualize thle-thematic content of the passage did not

improve their comprehension over that achieved by simply
a

having them read or listen to the stories.

Tmagery Instructions

The fact that the imagery strategy was not helpful for

either the average or deficit readers, within appqpriate

treatment situations, suggests a few possible explanations.

Within the reading modality, likely that the

deficit readers were simply unable to adequately employ

imagei-y because of decoding problems. However, for both the

average (under reading ana listening) ana 'the defici0(dnder

1 tening) other explanations relating to pre-learning

instructions. and imagery production seed more feasible.

In spite'of the experimental instructions within the

listening or reading modalities, deficit ana average subjects

I
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7'

reported aboig the same amount of imagery production. It

may be that all subjects regardlesslpf their instructional

condition, generated images while reading or listening to

the passages. This possibility is somewhat supported by

Anderson sandKalhavy (1972) who discovered that high school%

students repOrted generating visual images,. without being

instructed to do SQ, and that those subjects recalled more

about passages than stuaents who did not.

A related explanation, also supported by Anderson and

AalhaVy, is that the imagery subjects may not have been

adequately inauced to generate images by the simple prelim-

inary instructions offered by the experimenter. Tt may be

that, in order to adequately elicit imagery, subjects need -.

more extensive training than that employed in the present

experiment.' this respect, as noted by Levin et al.

(1973), it is likely .that variation "learner types" differs

with respect to their ability to effectively use an imagery

strategy in.areadini:comprehension exercise. Thus, for

"low visual imagerEr pieliminary instructions to employ

visual imagery may be ineffective without some consideration

of training exercises.

In summary, seems likely that both the average (under

listening and reading) and deficit readers (under listening)

have the appropriate skills to image and could do so if

adequately instructed and pretrained. The fact that visual

imagery instructions were not more.facilitating than other

1..40
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treatmehts suggests that either imagery was not effectively
*

induced via the present experimental procedures or :that all

subjects imaged similarly in spite of being assigned to

other treatmehts. At present either interpretation is ,

V.

plausible and it is recommended that any replication of the

present efforts should take into consideration more exten-

sive pre-training exercises for inducing "imagery, ana, as

well, should consider the modality preferences of the

readers involved. Uf particular relevance here is a discus-

sion by Lesgold et al. (1974) in which the authors report a

procedure which was effectively used in training third and

fourth graders to. overcome their initial inability to bene-

fit from imagery instructions. Thus, .it seems that pre-

, treatment exercises can make a difference.

Sample Size
r

One other interpretation is also possible in terms of

"power" and sample size. For the average readersu4t was

noted that the results were-in the right direction ((i.e.,

improvement with imagery), but apparently were not large-*,

enough to be statistically significant. This could be the'

partial result of the relatively Small number of subjects

employed within the imagery condition (N=16). That is, the

number of subjects may have been too Small to provide ade-

quate power to detect significant differences. Since the

present finaings with regard to the imagery treatment are

inconsistent with previous data, further investigation

s.
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I.

employing a larger sample size Lid more extensive imagery

training is recommended to examine the reliability of these

findings.

Incentives

An "incentive" condition was included for two reasons:

1) to determine whether part of the poor reading of "defitit"

readers could be attriuted to a lack of motivation; and 2)

to determine whetder some or all of the facilitation due to

imagery instructions in the past could be attributed simply

to in easea-motivation on the part of the subject's. In

general, it was expected that the performance of the deficit"

readers would be influenced relatively more by the use of
k_

incentives than that of the average readers. For tne deficit

,

readers, tne introduction of incentives was expected to

minimize performance problems associated with various moti-

vational factors. On the other hand, average readers were

assumed to be more self-motivated and self-reinforced, and

consequently performance was expected .to be influenced much

less by the introduction of external fncenti'es.

heading with Incentives

Altnougn deficit readers are likely to display motiva-
,

tional problems wnen reading tne marked decoding difficul-

ties of tnese subjects were expected to inhibit any positive

effects likely to be gained via an increase in motivation.

However, the average readers were expected to snow some

imprdvement in reading with incentives as'opposed to reaaing

7
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alone.

The results suggested tnat, for both the aeficit anu

average reaaers, the addition of incentives to a reading

)condition did.not significantly improve comprenension over

tnat achieved by simply reading alone. One possible explan-

ation for these finaings is tnat, f,tir each of these groups,

motivational problems were not primary factors whicn in-

. hibited overall performance. For tne deficit readers, skill

deficits were probably the main'problem, whereas for the

average readers, motivation was likely not a problem at all.

dowever,otner, explanations in terms of "novelty effects"

and the actual ureinforceient value' uf the incentives

employed are also feasible.

Listening with Incentives

Under the listening modality deficit readers were

expected to perform relatively better under listening with

incentives as compared with listening alone. Since the

decoding problems of these readers would be minimize°. in

this modality, it was conjectured tnat listening to tne

materials woula result in improved comprehension and tnat if 4

motivation was a problem the addea incentives. would motivate

the subjects to perform well on the post-test. Similarly,

tne average i.eaaers were also expected to improve in corn-
..

prenension under liseesirig with incentives as opposed

to listening alone. inerefore, both groups of readers

were preaicted to snow some improvement in performance

when stories were read to, tnem with clear

118
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contingencies placed on comprehensfun Of tne materialsi

Although the findings for the average readers were in

the right directioh, the results indicated that foxboth

types of readers, listening with incentives aia, not facild-

tate comprehension significantly more than listening alone.

Once again, it can be suggested that motivaional factors

may not nave been a major eortributing problem, but other

vi
'' explanations are Adso possible.

Choice of Incentives

One obvious_a*planatioa for tae lack of significant

effects of the incentive treatment is that the "money" ince -

tive employed in this experiment was not powerful enougn to

influence the performance of either the poor, or average

readers. However, the choice of money as a viable incentive

was based directly on tue results-of a reinforcement inter-

view carried out with subjects similar to the deficit group.

In addition, anecdotal evidence of subject reactions to tne

incentive instructions indicated consistent acceptance of

the money incentive and general elation and excitement by

the prospect of earning money for erformance. Without

exception, all aeficit and av e subjects reacted favor-

ably to the incentive condi$,ion and it seems likely that,

both the type and amount of "pay off" were potentially

motivating...Lust the subjects.
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liovelty Effects

Another interpretation for these results is taat all -

subjects may have been equal,ly-motivated simply because of

119.

tne novelty effects of the experimental situation. :hat is,

for these subjects, the novelty_ of participating in the

experimental task (regardless of treatment) may have been as

potentially motivating as the introduction of money or-otner

tangibles. Iris is particularly relevant for the imagery

condition wnere it nas been hypothesized previously tnat

effects within an imagery treatment can sometimes be partiany

attributed to tne increased motivation generated by this

strategy (Paivio, 1971). Similarly, "listening," in and of

itself, has been previously demonstrated to be an effective

incentive for poor learners (Lipe and Jung, 1971). At tree

least, listening to tne story probably minimized the deficit

poor reader's anxiety regarding nis inability to decode ana

consequent expectation oT failure.

It could also be argued that the "effects" of the

incentive coula'possibly nave influenced performance differ-

ently on the first as compared with the second story. Inat

is, due to tne increased familiarity with the task it would

be possible for subjects to be influenced eitner to improve

or worsen in performance wnen moving from tae first to tne

secohu story, particularly in terms of earning an incentive.

'However, comparing the mean scores of the first story witn

those of tne second for botn tre average and deficit readers

J
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(in the incentive condition) indicated they were very close.

Tnerefore, it can be concluded that the effects of the

incentive did not differ significantly across stories. It

seems likely that providing.feedback (i.e., pay off) at telb

tcompletion,of both tasks may have minimized the influence

tnat the first task nad upon the second.

It is also possible that paying the subjects at the

outset of the experiment for their participation may,have
A

strongly influenced the subsequent level of involvement and

overall performance of these subjects. In snort, motivation

could have been induced by a number of variables which are:

generally not involved in a more traditional learning situa-

tion. Vihile the findings generally suggest that incentives

did not improve comprehension relatively more tnan other

treatments, it cannot be.concluaed they did not.have an

.effeol. In fact, for both average and poor readers all

conitions*may have been equally motivating.

Leficit Readers and hlotivation

A final interpretation involves a general consideration

of the motivation factor for the deficit type of poor P

reader. For tnese readers difficulties in attention, perse-

verence, and achievement motivation can all contribute to

qiiculties in reading performance. If'decoding ana compre-

nension skills are not in tact, tnen the act of reading may

contain many aversive and negative components. Since good

1
4
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reading acuievement depends upo attentional aria motivational

components as well as good' decong skills, then some

measures snoula be taken to insure that the reaaer is

involved ana attending to the reading task. Perhaps.tne

best that can be said for the'iroauction of incentives for

tne reading conaition is that i simply insured subject

participation, perseverence, an involvement in the experi-

mental task (i.e., it removed same interfering factors), but

, did not result in higher comprehension scores because these

subjects simply lacked the basicgkills necessary to improve

performance.

However, under the listening modality the "skill

deficit" factor was minimized and thus the deficit readers

were not only better able to ber-"involved" in the task, but

also had the skills to perfori on the same level as the

average readers. It seems likely that when. comprehension of

learning materials is separated from decoding and processing

of printed woras, then poor readers may be as motivated as

average readers to perform well. While the introduction of

tangible incentives did not result in significantly higher

performance than that acnievea in the otherconditions, the

"motivational effects" due to the novelty of the task and

tne experimental situation cannot be discounted. It may be

that motivation virs initially a problem for tnese readers,

but that the nature of the experimental situation nelped to

overcome this factor across all trea)ments. In.conclusihn,

23g-
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with the many variables operating in the present experiment

it is not possible to specify what effects tne incentives

may have had in relation to those eliciteu by the nature of

tne experimental task itself.

Reaaing ana Listening

A central purpose of the present research was to deter-

mine if very poor aecoders could-be provided with an alter-

native methoa for processing and ,compretenaing written

materials without actually teaching them decoding skills.

It has been previously demonstrated that poor readers can

comprehend as well as good readers when passages are

presented in an alternative mode such as listening (Oakan et

al., 1971). However, to this point, little as been aone

with very aisablea readers (ueficit) wno demonstrate compre-
.

,

hension problems primarily as a result of aecoaing difficul-

ties.

A compariton of comprehension under reading as opposed

'to listening moaalities nas offered the most direct evi-

dence that very poor readers can easily comprehend

relatively aifficult materials if they do not nave to per-

form the operations involved in decoding woras. Consistent

witn ekpectation, listening provided a marked increase in

comprehension over tnat of reading and this improvement

across moaalities, was much larger for the aeficit as cum-

pared with the average readers.

It seems,that the primary difficulty encountered by

alb

.1 .J0
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very pour reauers can be focuseu entirely on tne process of

reading (decuaing) ana thus otner aeficits in tae "learning"

or "memory" processes are not necessarily implicatea.

fore, a viable alternative, particularly for students wno

demonstrate marked skill deficits, in spite of many attempts

at remediation, is to present learning materials in alter-

native modes. gather than utilize primarily printed

materials for teaching subject matter, an attempt snoula be

mane to proviae a. parallel curriculum developed primarily

around auditory input systems (e.g., tapes, lectures,

movies). Consiaering .tne importance of sensory modalities

in cuilaren's learning, curricula shoula oe potentially

flexible enough sa.that it can easily bg modifiea to suit

individual aifferences in learnilig styles (Bissell et al.,

1971).

For the average readers, it was expe.ctea that tney

woula comprenena about tne same under listening as tney ao

unaer reading. These readers were assumed to be generally

proficient .in both modalities , ani d thus neither was .expectea

to offer any learning advantage over the other. Consisteht

with the prAictions, these,reaaers compre'denaea'equally

well under both conditions. However, it iioula nave been

interesting, irthese readeys:had been subaiviaea into

visual ana auaitory preferencegroups, to spe if modality

matching (preference 'with mode of presentatioh) might have

Aesultecr in even nigher comprehension scores. minis Could
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possibly- have been accompllished'via the,use of Standardized

tests (epman, ITPA, etc.) which Measure visual and auditory

strengths, or subjects might have been simply asked what they'

typically prefer to do, i.e., "read" or "listen."

Validity of Deficit Classifications

In terms of post hoc data probing, discriminating the

performance of deficit readers on difficult (in terms of

decoding) versus. relatively easy comprehension items pro-

vided some insight into the validity of the deficit classi-

fications. Clearly, as indicated by a "difference t test,"

the performance of tne poor readers was much better on items

Where comprehension was not contingent on decoding difficult

words as compared with those where it was. However, tne

.deficit readers aid get about one-half of the difficult

item's correct, which indicates they were decoding some words

initially ccingidered too difficult for them. This suggests

that some of tnese readers may not have had as serious a.

deficit, in decoding as first suspected.

This discrepancy could be partially explained in terms,

of the procedures used in classifying the poor readers.

Although several instruments were used for this purpose, tne

reading section of tne WRAT was accepted as-the primary

criterion for determining grace equivalents in decoding.

however, according to a recent publicatii from the National

health Survey, on tne reliability and validity of tne WhAl

(Department of nealth, Education and Welfare, 1974, Series

1 J.;
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11, Number 136, p. 3), "In estimating grade leiel placement,

the WRAT was found to vary considerably,*rangd,ng froM close

agreement to wide disagreement with various criteria

applied. Nvel 14 (12 years and older) tends to under-

estimate actual gradetplacement." ,Therefore, since about. 27

percent of the readers were only 1-li grades below level on

the decoding section of the WRAT, these subjects may have

been closer to graae level in decoding tnan their,Soores

suggested. Thus, any replication of the present study

should attempt a more reliable diagnosis of the poor readers:

One final consideration in terms of the deficit per-

formance is related to the possibility of information leak- ,

age from subject to subject over tike. Although some pre-

cautions were taken to monitor such "contamination effects,"

'these efforts (as discussed earlier), were- based primari4 on

subject interviews. Hoiever, when the mean scores of the

defioit readers were compared over time (sequentially

separated into quarters) there was no apparent evidence of

systematiQ change in performance from the beginning'to the-

end' of tne study. Therefore, the' relatively good perform-
_

ance of the deficit readers cannot be attributed to the
4

contamination of subjects over time via information leakage.

It is more likely that confidentiality, among subjects was

. maintained ana that -the -surprisingly good performance of. ;

tnese poor reacters again casts some doubt dpori the validity

of the deficit elassifications.
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Limitations of,6tudy

Uverall; the results Of the present study indicate that

tne primary difficulties facgd by deficit poor readers, in ,

comprehending printed materials% is their inability to

decode words and that additional disabilities in memory

learning, or associating facts are not necessarily.impli-
,

cated. such defickt readers appear motivated and capable of

learning verbal materials, as well as average readers, when

the information is presented, in an .appropriate modality.

'Yonne tnese conclusions seem valid according to the

findings of this study, there are several limitations

observed in regal.d to tde present efforts. First,jas

mentioned above,-some poor ,readefs employed in this study

1

,c

may not have been reliably diagnosed. Therefore, in any
la

replication of the present st udy, a more preciSe classiftca-
.

tion of readers, wao arepooe-In -detodsng,.snould be

attempted. In terms of treatment.conditidna, more emphasis

should to focused'on pre-treatment-etraini ercises in

imagery production, particularly for the poo readers. It

'is not clear from the present resul)ts whether or not the

subjects understood what waiLexpe4ed of tnem under this

condition. Also, for the ,incentive condition, was diffi-

cult to 'sort out effects Wnicn may have been due to the

incentives4gioney) as compared with tnose aue to other

motivational-factors 'associated with'general participation

in the experiment. Finally, the conclusions relating to the

p.
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treatment effects on comprehension are limited to the popu-
,

lations investigated and to'the type of materials ana tasks

employea inIthis study, i.e., de8criptive stories requiring

short term memory of facts presented.

4
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

-The primary focus of the present investigation was to

exaiine the efficacy of various strategies in terms of .

improving the reading comprehension of deficit re'aaers with-

out actually teaching them decoding skills; To do this,

deficit and average readers were compared tor performance

on a comprehension task under thrie instructional-treatment

conditions and two input modalities. The treatments included

imagery, incentive and control under both reading and

listening modalities. These treatment conditions seemed the

most interesting in terms of previous research,data and were

expected to provide a reasonable extension of what is

already known regarding the Wiener and Cromer (1967) model.

While the research questions were directed Mainly at gaining

insigat into the comprehension skills of deficit poor

,readers, a similar set of research questions was evaluated

in regard to average readers._,.

In agreement with Levin's (1973) results, it was

expected that reading with imagery would be no more effec-

tive than reading 'aline for. the deficit poor readers.

129
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However, average readers were expected to improve slightly

under reading with imagery as compared with reading alone

(Levin and Divine-Hawkins, 1974;,'Levin et al., 19173) While

listening was-,expected to be superior to .reading in general,

the most improvement was predicted for the poor readers

(Oakan et al:,_,1971). The auditory presentation of the

passages was expected to minimize 'the deficit reader's,

aecoding problems and thus increase the likelihood that they

would unaerstaha what was read to them. Similarly, the

addition of an imagery strategy to the listeping condition

was predicted to improve the comprehension of deficit poor

readers by providing them with an effective organizational 1

strategy within a modality which would enable them to

profit from it. The average readers were expected to

improve their performance under both reading and listening

with imagery as compared with reading or listening alone.

Finally, whether:or not the addition of an incentive

would result in increased reading ana listening comprehen-

sion for the deficit and average readers was also of

interest: However, it was expected that the comprehension

problems of the deficit readers are not primarily motiva-

tional and that the incentive.conditions would have little
4

overall effect on the short term performance of these

readers, particularly wittfthe reading modality.

A total of 96 students (48 ueficit anu 48 average

readers) of approximately the same age ana intelligence were

1
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selected from a lower socio-economic Madison isidale School.

Readng classifications were based on the Wiener and Cromer

model and were determined by scores obtained on the compre-.

aension subtext of the Sequential Testd of Educational'

Progreds, the vocabulary subte-st of the I4wa Test of Basic

Skills anki the reading section (decoding) of the Wiae Range

Achievement Test. Subjects were tested inaividudlly in a

small room and, since the design was one of "repeated

measures," each subject receivea two passages, one under

each modality. Prior to receiving the stories (presented in

counterbalanced order) subjects were instructed according to

the experimental conaitions cited earlier.

because of an unexpected result of the assignment of

subjects to treatment conditions, the design ana analyses

performed were slightly modified. That is, defiCit poor

readers assigned to the treatment grfups were not equated

on' decoding skills at the outset of the experiment even

though "randomization" was employed. Since amount of com-

prehension is assumed to be directly related to decoding

skills, scores on the comprehensiola task had to be adjusted

for these readers. Consequently, the average and deficit.

readers were not included in the, same and taus were.

analyzed separately, using analysis of covariance for the

deficit (WRAT scores as'the covaria4e) and analySis of

variance for the average readers. All planned comparisonS

remained the same.

r
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The findings indicatea that performance expectations

for the aeficit readers were generally consistent with

experimental preaictions for eaca treatment group eicept

that .of listeningwith imagery. Within the reading condi-

tion, reading with imagery and reading with incentives

resulted in comprehension scores which were not significantly

higher than those obtained by reading alone. However,

contrary to expectations under the listening condition,

,listening with imagery dia not facilitate comprehension

Significantly more than listening alone. Finally, the most

impressive finding to emerge from this study was'obtained

when, comprehension scores of deficit. readers under reading

alone were comparda with those of_Ilistening. Large gains

were mace in comprehension when these reaaers moved from a

reading to a listening modality. Also, there was a reaaer,

moaality interaction effect such tnat the deficit readers

improved significantly more than the average readers when

caanging from reading to listening. Thus, the poor readers

were able to greatly improve in comprehension when the

learning materials were presentee in an appropriate modality.

Overall, tae average readers performed equally well no

matter what experimental conuition they were in and their

comprehension skills aia not seem to be significantly.

affected by tae moaality anu strategy manipulations employed

in this experiment. basea on the distribution of scores,

"ceiling effects" were discountea in explaining the

I
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performanCe of the average .readers and plausible explana-

tions were offered to account for the results obtained for

both the average and deficit readers.

Some additional data probing in regard to amount of

imagery employed by each subject and preference for stories

suggested some partial explanations of the results obtained.

Overall, neither the deficit nor the average readers reported

imagery more in one condition than in the other. Similarly;

there were no significant uifferences in preferences for

stories.' Thus, in terms of subject repprte, the use of

gery did not differ across treatment groups, in spite of

experimental instructions. Therefore, it is possible that,-

within a reader group,' all .subjects employed the same amount

of imagery. Implications for pre-training exercises in the

use of imagery were discussed.

A final analysis of the performance of aeficit readers

was tabulated for certain comprehension questions where cor-

rect responses were contingent on proper decoding of target

words. It was noted that th deficit readers-were, on tiWOP

average, able to get one-half of these difficult items

correct. This suggested that some of the deficit readers

rimay have been better in decoding.then fd st suspected.

Problems in terms of deficit reader classifications were

noted as a partial explanation for this problem.

From these results_it can be concluded that deficit

poor readers can comprehend verbal materials significantly

143
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4

better when they are presented in,a manner which minimizes

their problems in decoding or vocabulary skills. It seems

that the pr,imary difficulty encountered by these readers is

focusea'On the process of aecoaing and tuereefoie other dif-

ficulties in motivation, memory, or assobiatilbn of facts are

at necessarily implied.

A reasonable alternative, particularly for students

with severe skill deficits in spite of many attempts at

remediation, is to present learning materials in an alterna-

tive mode. .,-itather than emphasizing primarily printed

materials f-or teaching subject matter, alternative curricu-

lums should be aeveloped primarily focusing on ,auditory

.input systems. It is well established that students aemdn-

strate a variety of learning styles and consequently learn-
,

ing materials should be potentially flexible enoughhto

accommodate individual differences in these styles.

While the overall findings, of this study suggest some

remedial alternatives for populations seriously handicapped

in reading,ski1ls, the conclusions and results should not be

generalizea beyond the populations investigated nor should

they be appliea to materials which differ remarkably from

those employed in tais stuay. In addition, as mentiolua

earlier, tnere are several limitations observed ih regard to

this study. In particular, problems were notes in the clas-

sification of deficit reaaers and in the implementation of
2

both the imagery ana incentive treatment conditions.

st:
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Therefore; interpretation of the findings is necessarily

limited by these problems.

In terms of additional researcht it is recommended that

other materials 'be investigated to determine how comprehen-

sion is affected by certain stimulus related factors.

,Certainly, comprehension of verbal materials which are

sequentially' related as compared with unrelated and meaning-

ful versus non-meaningful materials should be more fully

investigated. Similarly tasks which require other types of

comprehension (conceptual, inferential, etc.). perhaps call-

ing upon long and short .term memory skills, should be

studied. Also, a variety_of poor reader types should be

employed including those of the difference and disruptive

types to determine differential effects of treatments. It

was further recommenced that average readeis be classified

according to !nodality preferences and that intramodal match-
,

ing.coula be attempted to create a more effective learning

envPronment for readers-considered at or above grade level.

In conclusion, before definitive statements can be made

regarding tne above relationships, data must be collected

on more criterion-referenced academic materials. The
1

effectiveness of` various treatment strategies is contingent

upon the characteristics of the populations studied, the

types of stimulus materials employed, and the situation

within which°the learning materials are presented. Although

some of the skills and mental processes involved in the
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comprehension of verbal materials are being successfully

investigated outside-the classroom, a clearer distinction is

necessary in terms of the specific abilities required for

differing types of comprehension necessary within the con-

text of actual classroom learning.

IIJ
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APPENDIX A

TABLE 8

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN ti

(Two Reader Types x Three Treatments x Two Modalities)

Classification

-Leficit

Treatment

Control

Imagery

Incentive

Modality,

Reading Listening

Average

Control

Imiwery

Incentive

NOTE: The design is one of repeated measures (within treat-
ment groups) such that subjects assigned to a
particular treatment group remained in that group
under both modalities, e.g., deficit readers assigned
under control remain in that condition across reading
and listening modalities.
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APPENDIX 4

INSTRUCTIONS FUR READING, LISTENING, IMAGERY, AND INCENTIVE

Introduction

You have been selected to participate in a survey in

reading comprehension. Do you have any idea what the survey

is like? (If subject responds "yes" E will probe further to

determine if S anticipates an incentive condition or knows

anything about the stories, questions, or answers.) (If S

responds "no")--Well, each person in this survey incluaing

yourself, will beasked to read anti /or listen to two stories

aria answer'questions about them. For participation in this

stuay I am.going to give all subjects ten cents at the

start. There is your ten cents. All subjects will be paid

just for helping us out. Please ao not tell any of your

friends about this because I want it to be a surprise for

tnem.

Instructions for Treatment

,Reading 1

I am going to give you some sentences to read. Take as

much time as you need to read each sentence because all of

the sentences togetner tell'a story. I will place a booklet

of cards in front of you with one sentence on each card.

Once you have read tne sentare carefully, flip it over ana

go on to the next one. After you have react all the sentences

I will ask you some questions about the story.
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Lo you have any questions? OK, now I am going to let

you see (listen to) the sentences and iry to remember the

story they tell. (After S is finished): Now I am. going to

ask you a few questions.

Listening

I am going to let you listeh to some sentences which

have been tape recorded. Listen to each sentence carefully

because all of them together tell a story. I will put the

tape player in front of you and turn it on when I say

"ready." Once I nave turned the tape player on please do
0

not ask questions or interrupt the recording. I will only

play the sentences through once, so listen carefully. After

you have listened to all the sentences, I will then ask you
ti

some questions about the story.

Imagery (Add)

We have discovered a little trick that will help you

remember what the story is about. While you are reading

(listening), try to get a picture in your mind of what the

words are saying. Imagine what the people in the story are

doing and picture what each sentence is saying. .Later on,-

when I ask you the questions, think back to tne pictures

that you had, ana that will help you remember the story.

Let's try an example. Suppose one of the (sentences)

you neard.(read) was this one: "The spider climbs the

shirt." Can you think,of a picture in your mina of a spicier
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crawling up someone's shirt? What kind of shirt'is it?

how big is the spider? Well, your picture might have looked

like tnis one--or maybe you pictured a smaller spider anu a

different kind of-shirt. But the picture you make up will
\I°

help you remember the story.

Later if I' asked you: "Wnat was the spider doing, what

would be your answer?"416 ( "think back to your picture.")

Incentive (Add)

You can earn additional money depending on the number

of questions you can correctly answer. For each correct

answer I will give you one penny (E shows penny). Tn.adai-

tion to the 10 cents 7 just gave you, it is possible for you

to earn more than 25 cents. T will t),1 you now much

additional money you have earned only when the questions are

all answered, i.e., at the end of the questions for both

stories.

. .

-Example (Ada for Each Conaition)

Let's try an example- Suppose one of the sentences you

read (heart.) was this one: "The spider climbs the shirt."

Later if 7 askeu you what was the siiuer uoing, what would

be your answer?

,
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Story 1

This story describes the start of a race between two

automobiles. Vehicle number one is a maroon station wagbn.

It is tall ana rectangular in shape like an oversized box.

Trie ariver occupying this car is wearing a protective helmet.

Vehicle number two is a foreign sports car called a
..._

N

"Jaguar." It is long and low in shape like an African

"jaguar" cat. Protective galls are strapped on this

driver's heaa.

Both cars are competing for a silver plaque, The
Ili

entire race is eight laps around an oval track. The drivers

are nervous as they await the start. The huge crowd gathered

is extremely noisy. The start is
,

signallea by the firing of

a pistol. Tne race has begun but both cars remain motion-

ress. Neither driver could hear the starting signal.

i u2
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Questions - Story 1

.1. What is the story about?

race;

2. What color' is vehicle number one?

maroon; red;

3. What shape is vehicle number one?

tall and rectangular;

4. What is the driver of vehicle number one-wearing?

protective helmet;

5. Wnat kind of car is vehicle number two?

Jaguar; foreign sports car;

6. Wnat shape is vehicle number two?

,long and low;

What is the driver of vehicle number two wearing?

protective goggles;
, 7*,

8. What prize are the ca N competing for?

silver.plaque;

9.- How many laps is the race?

eight;
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10. How do the drivers feel while they are waiting for the
start?

nervous;

11. What is noisy, at the start?

the huge crowd;

12. how is the race started?

by firing a listol;

13. Wnat aid the cars do when the race started?

cars didn't move;

14. Why didp't the cars start moving?

the drivers didn't hear thesignal;.
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Story 2

This story describes two species of monkeys. One kind

has a light slenaer body ana long limbs like a spider. This

monkey dwells primarily in forests. It is famous for its

unusually long tail. Older monkeys use their tails to.per-

form acrobatics in the trees. When traveling the infants

curl their tails around their mother's waists. ,At night

these monkeys sleep crouched 'on a tree branch.

AnotheiWkind of monkey lives primarily in the mountains.

It is famous for its long muzzle and "dog-like" face. It

has a neavy muscular body. These monkeys travel on all

fours with their tails arched upwards. %hen travelirg the

infants sit upright on their mothers' backs. These monkeys'

usually sleep in caves at night. Both species of monkeys
(

grasp objects in their hands like humans.

fi



-Questions - Story 2

1. What.is the story aboR4

two types almonkeys;.
. 1

2. Wnat does the slender monkey look like?

a spider;

3. Whe% does the slender monkey live?

,forests;

4. What is"tne slenuer monkty famous for?

4 long tail;

4

5. V.hat do the older monkeys use their tails for?

to perform Acrobatics?
,

6. What do the infants .01 itie;slehder
. traveling? .

.

curl tails around mother's Aist;

monkeys
..

do when

7. Wherq do the slender monkeys sleep,at night?

on a tree branch-ea

8. Where does the other type of monkey live?'

mountains;

What is it famous for?

"aog like" face;

10. is its.bOdy like?

heavyWand muscular;

How CO they carry their tails?

arched upwards; 'e

12. How do the infants tfavel? 4

upright on..t0eir mottler's,back;

13. Where do they 'sleep at night?

-in' caves;

14. low do both species of monkeys grasp objects?

with hands;
'V
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APPENDIX C

TABLE9

READING AND LISTENING DATA: ANALYSTS OF COVARIANCE FOR

DEFICIT READERS,.

Source df

Reading,

MS F

,Listening

MS F
O

Conditions

Error

2

35

3.77 <1

6.55

2.04 <1

7.57

4
2

1

.
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TABLE 10

READING AND LISTENING DATA: ANALYSIS OF VARIANC4

FOR AVERAGE READERS

Reading Listening,

Source df MS MS F
4

Conditions 2 677 <1 3.06

lerror 36 7.93 4.94

o
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